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Zusammenfassung
Der Ausgangspunkt dieser Arbeit ist das Problem der Segmentierung extrem verrauschter Bilder
geometrischer Objekte. Zu diesem Zweck untersucht sie die Kombination eines randomisierten Ansatzes
zur Lo¨sung des kombinatorischen Mengenu¨berdeckungsproblems mit einem statistischen Modell der
Objekt-Interaktion.
Die Auffassung als Mengenu¨berdeckungsproblem bietet die Mo¨glichkeit einer stabilen Segmen-
tierung selbst in Fa¨llen, in denen viele traditionelle Methoden der Bilderkennung aufgrund von Rauschen
und unvollsta¨ndiger Bildinformation versagen. Das statistische Modell liefert zusa¨tzliche Information,
die nicht direkt durch die Bilddaten gegeben ist, und fu¨hrt zu einer realistischeren Widergabe physis-
cher Objekteigenschaften in der Segmentierung.
Diese Arbeit gliedert sich in drei Teile. Teil eins behandelt Themen der randomisierten kom-
binatorischen Optimierung. Dies beinhaltet die Verbesserung von Konvergenzgrenzen eines beste-
henden Ansatzes und dessen Parallelisierung. Ferner werden Verbindungen zwischen verwandten
Ansa¨tzen zur Lo¨sung verschiedener kombinatorischer Probleme aufgezeigt, wie zum Beispiel des
Mengenu¨berdeckungproblems und der generellen linearen Optimierung.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird ein punktprozessbasiertes, auf die spa¨tere Anwendung zugeschnittenes
Modell von paarweiser Objekt-Interaktion erstellt. Diskutiert werden theoretische und praktische
Schwierigkeiten bei dessen Simulation, Scha¨tzung und Verbindung mit einem kombinatorischen Ansatz.
In Teil drei werden die bisher diskutierten Methoden empirisch ausgewertet. Dies umfasst den Ver-
gleich auf simulierten Datensa¨tzen sowie die Anwendung auf echte Daten in Form von mikroskopis-
chen Zellaufnahmen und dreidimensionalen µCT-Scans faserversta¨rkter Kunststoffe.
Abstract
This thesis is motivated by the problem of segmenting extremely noisy images of geometric objects.
To this end, it combines randomized combinatorial set cover optimization with a statistical model
of object interaction. The set cover approach provides stability and applicability in cases in which
many traditional methods of segmentation fail due to noise and imperfect data. The statistical model
provides additional information that is not directly supplied by the image, and leads to a more realistic
depiction of physical object properties in the resulting segmentation.
This dissertation is divided into three parts: The first covers topics of randomized combinatorial
optimization. This includes improving bounds of convergence and establishing a method of paral-
lelization for an existing approach, as well as linking solutions to different combinatorial problems,
such as geometric set cover and a general linear program.
Part two is concerned with constructing a point process model of object interaction that fits later
applications, and exploring some theoretical and practical pitfalls in its simulation, estimation, and
coupling with a combinatorial approach.
Part three compares previously discussed methods empirically, and demonstrates the performance
of the established combination of randomized optimization and statistical model on microscopic cell
images and 3D µCT scans of fiber reinforced materials.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview and Motivation
Figure 1.1: µCT data of Fiber Material
Important properties of polymer materials reinforced with
glass or carbon fibers, such as durability and flexibility, are
determined by microscopic properties of the fibers them-
selves, such as length and relative orientation. These prop-
erties can be difficult to control during production, as dur-
ing manifacturing processes such as molding fibers may
bend or break. Therefore quality control based on microto-
mographical (µCT) scans of material samples such as the
one seen in figure 1.1, and consequently the segmentation
of these scans, has in recent years become an increasingly
interesting, yet largely unsolved problem.
This dissertation originated as part of the AniS project
of the German ministry of Education and Research. The
project was conceived as a cooperative effort between sev-
eral universities and companies; its aim was to further the
state of the art in the modeling and segmentation of porous foam rubber materials, as well as fiber-
reinforced plastics. The focus of the Heidelberg group was on micro CT scans of these fiber materials.
Specifically, the goal was a sensible local pre-processing of the given CT data, as well the conception
a probabilistic energy model that could be minimized to match physical fiber interaction in a possi-
ble segmentation. This was later extended to include the full segmentation and labeling of smaller
artificial and real data sets.
Figure 1.2: Blurred local bor-
ders in fiber data
In terms of image segmentation, fiber data presents several chal-
lenges: µCT data is usually noisy and dense – neighboring fibers
often lack clear borders, even after local pre-processing – see figure
1.2. This limits the use of many traditional methods that are based on
local morphology, such as thresholding, filtering, watershed transfor-
mations or identifying the connected components of foreground data.
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At the same time, the sheer increase in data size makes the naive transfer of many 2D methods
such as the Hough transform or the minimization of a global energy or linear program (LP) unfeasible.
On the other hand, the advantage in modeling and segmenting fiber data such as that shown in
figure 1.1 is that the rough structure of a single fiber is already known: It will in good approximation
be a long, thin cylinder, albeit with an unknown center, orientation and length. This naturally steers
the problem towards the use of parameter-based segmentation methods.
Figure 1.3: Segmentation as a minimal set cover of all data
points.
The Randomized Set Cover (RSC)
approach that served as the initial ba-
sis for this dissertation tries to make
use of this combined prior knowledge
of image data: Interpreting the prob-
lem of finding an optimal segmenta-
tion for a set of data points as the
global problem of minimally cover-
ing these points with a collection of
predefined geometric objects – namely
the cylindrical fiber shapes – supplies
high robustness towards local noise
and blurred edges. Knowledge of the
shape of objects allows us to parame-
terize the space of possible solutions to increase computational efficiency. At the same time, RSC
combats the problem of large data by approximating the global problem in an iterative, randomized
way, where each step of the approximation uses smaller, randomized collections of possible solutions.
The RSC algorithm operates by iteratively sampling a fixed number of pre-defined sets – which
will be cylinders in the case of fiber segmentation – and updating the probability distribution from
which these sets are sampled. To guarantee convergence to a full – if not necessarily minimal –
cover of all object voxels, the probability of covering voxels that were previously covered with low
probability is increased in each step, until all voxels are covered with a sufficiently high probability to
sample a full cover.
Mathematically, we find points covered with low probability using ε-nets: Given a (discrete) col-
lection of sets Ri with a probability distribution pi, we can define these as any collection of sets that
covers all points that are covered with probability ≥ ε when sampling a single set R. See the begin-
ning of chapter 2 for a more detailed examination of their mathematical background.
Although we can guarantee convergence for the RSC approach using ε-nets, a segmentation pro-
duced purely as a cover of data voxels will not necessarily reflect the location of the physical objects.
Even simple properties, such as physical objects not overlapping, will not necessarily be reflected
when approximating a minimal cover of all data points – see figure 1.4. Thus, a natural second step
towards the segmentation and labeling of physical objects is to not only consider the given image
data and the the geometrical shape of each single given object, but also any a priori knowledge of the
interaction between two or more of these objects.
To achieve this, we modify the RSC algorithm so that the potential covers produced in every
step are not a simple random sample, but the minimizer of an energy that reflects object behavior.
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We derive this energy from the probability density of a statistical point process model. Specifically,
we try to strike a balance between a relatively accurate model of object interaction and the practical
applicability of said model by using a Pairwise Interaction Point Process, which we will later refer to
somewhat casually as the Gibbs model.
Figure 1.4: A naive approximate cover (right) will
not reflect physical properties of data (left), such as
the absence of overlap for solid objects.
Without any prior knowledge, this model
can be as simple as prohibiting object overlap.
However when given a prior segmentation, we
can estimate a more refined pairwise interac-
tion model in a relatively straightforward way by
minimizing the quadratic difference of an esti-
mated statistic of our model to that of the previ-
ous segmentation. This knowledge can then be
used to better segment comparable data. If we
do not start with the ground truth of a data set,
we can first segment using the simplified model
of non-overlap, then produce a second segmenta-
tion using the object interaction estimated from
the first.
1.2 Related Work
1.2.1 Randomized Set Cover Approach
Background
One of the first uses of iterative sampling to find a “critical set” was introduced by Clarkson [Cla88] in
1988 amongst several papers exploring the application of randomization in optimization algorithms.
This took the form of an algorithm geared towards solving an LP-type problem by finding its basis,
a minimal set of conditions that fully defined the problem. Initially, Clarkson uniformly sampled
random sets of conditions until an approximation of the basis is found. This algorithm was refined
by Clarkson in 1995 [Cla95]: conditions are no longer sampled uniformly, but a weight function is
assigned to possible candidates, and updated in each step depending on their performance. Conver-
gence is guaranteed by only increasing the probability of “light” elements, i.e. those that are assigned
a relatively low weight in the current updating step.
This concept was later generalized by by Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich [BG95] to construct the
version of the RSC algorithm most cited today: It operates on a range space (X,R), i.e. a set X and a
collection R of subsets of X; we will refer to the subsets that constitute the space as “ranges”. Given
such a range space, their algorithm aims to find a hitting set, i.e. a set of elements xi that “hits”, or
has a non-empty intersection with, every range R ∈ R. It should be noted that the problem of finding
a hitting set and the problem of finding a set cover are interchangeable, since the set cover of a range
space is equivalent to a hitting set of its dual range space, and vice versa – see section 2.2.
Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich aim to find this hitting set in a way similar to Clarkson’s by iteratively
sampling and updating the weight of “light” subsets. Finding light subsets to update is achieved by
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randomly sampling ε-nets, approximations to a hitting set that do not hit all ranges, but those with a
high relative weight. If a set of points is an ε-net for a weighted collection of ranges, then by definition
ranges that are not hit by this ε-net have a relative weight of lower than ε, and are considered “light”.
Their proof of convergence to an approximate solution is based on the knowledge that in each step an
ε-net can be constructed via random sampling with high probability.
Some more recent approaches modify the scheme of iterative sampling and reweighting by first
calculating a weight system in which every range has a relative weight of ε or more, and then con-
structing an ε-net once for these weights. By definition, the ε-net is then a hitting set for the range
space. This approach is used e.g. by Even et al. [ERS05] – who find the ε-net via solving a linear
program – and Agarwal et al. [AP14] – who use iterative reweighting – to achieve a higher degree
of parallelization compared to Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich [BG95]. This approach can however lead to a
significant decrease in the quality of the approximation compared to an iterated construction in each
step. For a discussion of the problem of large constants in applying reweighting schemes see [BMR15]
. This paper was later developed by Bus in [BGMR16] to an algorithm with a similar idea as our ap-
proach of parallelization, though without a formal background or proof of convergence, and restricted
to disks. We later compare the work of Agarwal et al. [AP14] to our own parallelization approach that
calculates ε-nets significantly less often, but more than once – see sections 3.1 and following.
ε-net Construction
Convergence of all schemes related to the one used by Clarkson and Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich rely on the
construction of ε-nets to guarantee their convergence; the specific method used for this construction,
however, can vary greatly: Bounds on Clarkson’s original method of random sampling were estab-
lished using the Vapnik-Chernovenkis (VC)-dimension, a measure of combinatorical complexity for
the range space (X,R) – see section 2.2. The bounds on the cardinality required so that a randomly
sampled set of elements is likely an ε-net were later tightened to their current state in [KPW92].
Elbassioni [Elb16] extended the VC-based approach to infinite range spaces. Some more recent
approaches [Var10, Cha16, MDG16, KMP17] use a more complicated construction than random sam-
pling under the assumption that the shallow cell complexity, which defines the complexity of the
range space using the incidence matrix1of its elements and subsets, is known. It should be noted,
however, that for large scale problems even explicitly formulating and storing the incidence matrix of
the range space may not be computationally feasible. Similarly, methods that substitute solving the
linear program with a greedy approach [CM96, You95] can quickly lead to extremely long running
times; sampling-based-methods use global information only in a computationally inexpensive way,
i.e. by sampling from a distribution over all feasible ranges. Even for the moderately large problems
of our later applications this computational advantage far outweighs the worse bounds on net size.
Lastly, constructions with improved bounds compared to the general case have been established in
many specific geometric settings – see [MV17] or [PR08] for an overview.
Regardless of the specific method used for constructing an ε-net, the value of ε used in its construc-
tion directly determines its cardinality, and thus the quality of the resulting solution to the minimal
hitting set problem. One aim of the later chapter 2 is to further tighten the limits for values of ε under
1The incidence matrix is a binary matrix that indicates for each point pi and set rj if the point is covered by the set (1)
or not (0)
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which convergence is still guaranteed by formulating a modified version of the original proof of con-
vergence for the weight-update scheme, as seen e.g. in [BG95] in propositions 2.3.1 and A.1.1. One
important property of our parallelized weight update scheme proposed in section 3.1 is that it does not
compromise this new bound on ε, and consequently the quality of the produced segmentation. This is
in constrast to e.g. the parallelized approach by Agarwal et al. [AP14], which trades the speedup via
parallelization for a significant decrease in the quality of the result.
Related Problems and Methods
One of the most prominent and intuitive methods to solve a minimal set cover problem is the greedy
algorithm that iteratively selects the set covering most points that have not been covered in previous
steps. While it can be guaranteed to have a cover cardinality of O(ln(n)) ∗OPT , where OPT is the
optimal cover cardinality – see e.g. in [Vaz01, chapter 2] – its speed tends to scale poorly for larger
problems .
Similarly, LP-based approaches generally trade good results for poor speed or even complete
inapplicability on larger problems. As mentioned in the previous section, even calculating and storing
the incidence matrix of a larger problem can be prohibitively expensive. They can however be useful
as a second step of postprocessing for larger problems. One of the most prominent approaches to solve
a set cover problem directly, i.e. without the use of ε-nets, is the method of randomized rounding: We
first solve the relaxed version of classical set cover LP, then interpret the solution (xi) ∈ [0, 1]n as the
probabilities of picking a range Ri for the solution. It is shown e.g. in [Vaz01, chapter 14.2] that if
we sample ranges independently t = O(log n) times from the discrete distribution produced by (xi),
a cover is produced with high probability.
One natural extension of the set cover problem is the problem of covering all, or some points
multiple times. Chekuri, Clarkson and Har-Peled [CCHP09] solve this by defining a new set system
based on creating multiple copies of each point; the multi-cover problem can then be reduced to
solving the original set cover problem for the newly-defined range space. This is achieved by Chekuri
et al. by bounding the VC-dimension of the new range space and then utilizing the same VC-based
framework as Clarkson/Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich. Bien et al. [BT11] tackle the same problem using
two approaches similar to the randomized rounding and greedy methods for the classical set cover
problem.
Instead of using a linear program to solve a set cover problem, we can also use set cover-related
methods to solve a (general) linear program. As mentioned in the beginning of the section 1.2.1,
the RSC reweighting scheme by Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich [BG95] is based on the method used by
Clarkson [Cla95] to find the basis of a linear program. We will later show in section 4.2 that – up
to the change of some constants – Clarkson’s algorithm can indeed be explicitly reduced to a special
case of applying the B/G reweighting scheme [BG95] to solving a minimal set cover problem of real
half-spaces, which represent the linear constraints of the LP.
The randomized B/G scheme for set covering shares some characteristics with the framework
of Online learning, as seen e.g. in [CBL06]. Specifically, both repeatedly evaluate multiple non-
deterministic elements – “experts” in the case of online learning, randomly sampled sets in the case of
B/G – and adjustment their strategy depending on the current state of these elements sets in each step.
However, interpreting the sets randomly sampled by the B/G scheme as a form of “expert advice”,
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we cannot meaningfully define cover quality for a single sampled set, but only for the collection of
all sets: Even if a single set covers many points, the use of two such sets may still result in a bad
solution to the overall minimal cover problem if they are almost identical. This distinguishes the B/G
scheme from the online learning approach, which relies on a collection of experts that can both be
judged individually via a loss function, and combined in a relatively straightforward way to define the
resulting strategy (i.e. one that still permits useful bounding, such as a weighted average).
The most direct link of online learning and randomized set cover is the multiplicative weights
method [AHK12], a framework that relies almost exclusively on the use of weights and sampling, and
generalizes both approaches. It also subsumes many other well-known algorithms, such as the Ada
boost algorithm [FS95], the Plotkin-Shmoys-Tardos algorithm [PST95] and the Winnow algorithm
[Lit88]. This very generalized approach can however come at the cost of less precise bounds on
convergence in the special cases. Indeed, applying the framework directly to the randomized set cover
approach results in estimates that will be trivial in almost all cases, as we later see in section 4.5.
The RSC approach also shares some similarities with the generalized Hough transform [Bal87],
which extended the method originally introduced to segment incomplete line segments via parameter
voting – see [IK88] – to all parameterizable objects. Both methods sequentially use single image
points to “vote”, i.e. update a discrete weight function, on the same space of object parameters. These
similarities are heightened further when comparing RSC to the later established randomized versions
of the hough transform [KHXO95, KKA00, WR02], in particular the Probabilistic Hough Transform
[KEB91] that votes on a random subset of image points; despite this, Hough-based approaches remain
somewhat limited in both theory and practice when compared to RSC. We will discuss their relation
in more detail in section 4.6 and give a numerical performance comparison in section 7.2.4.
1.2.2 Point Process Model
Possibly because of the potentially high computational requirements, literary examples of Bayesian
segmentation approaches are still relatively sparse; Dong [DA07] and Khan [KGS15] et al. minimize
energy (or, equivalently, maximize likelihood) over a Marked Point Processes (MPP) model for cell
segmentation. Two approaches by Soubies and Poulain [SWD15, PPSD15] iteratively minimize a
binary model (i.e. no object overlap) over a randomized sample. Regarding fiber segmentation, Jain
and Dubuisson [JD92] used a conditional probability model for gray value thresholding based on
Besag [Bes86]. The main advantage of a minimal set covering approach is its stability in the case of
noisy data. The specific advantage of the iterative RSC approach by Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich [BG95] is
its ability to handle large data sizes by restricting itself to a randomized subset in each step. We can
retain both of these advantages by combining a stepwise energy minimization over a random sample
with the stepwise RSC probability update of Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich.
However while a purely binary model, i.e. no object overlap, is not unfitting in the segmentation
of physical objects, we may wish to include prior knowledge more extensively.
For both the generation of test data sets and the statistical estimation of a more refined model,
we need to be able to sample from a given Gibbs density. We present two methods of simulation: a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm that is straightforward and fast to implement, but only approx-
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imates a given process, and a Dominated Coupling from the Past (DCFTP) algorithm that is able to
sample exactly from a given Gibbs density. The drawback of the latter is that it can be extremely slow
to converge, making it generally only feasible for single simulations, not statistical averaging over
large numbers of samples.
For our MCMC simulations, and most importantly MCMC-based estimation, we use the somewhat
straightforward algorithm of [HP99] which is itself based on [Rip77]. For our purposes, Markov
chains with a fixed number of points are sufficient. MCMC methods can however be applied in
different ways and a more general context – see e.g. [Møl99] for an overview of MCMC methods in
point process simulation.
The “Dominated Coupling from the Past” method can be used to draw perfect (non-approximative)
samples from a Gibbs density. While it is theoretically possible to replace the MCMC approximations
used for Monte Carlo root-finding method (see 5.6.2) with averages over perfect samples for parameter
approximation, the DCFTP method is far more computationally expensive in practice, too much so to
make the calculation of several thousand samples feasible in a reasonable time-frame. It can however
be useful for simulations of lower number, and to estimate the “burn-in” period of MCMC-based
approximations, i.e. the number of starting steps a markov chain needs until realizations are close
to its stationary target distribution. The DCFTP method used in later sections is based directly on
[BM03, KM00], up to some considerations for our somewhat different process model.
The ability to sample directly from the density of a point process is generally not a given, though it
is not unique to multiscale processes; as an example, in [Ken98] and [BVL95], Kendall and Baddeley
describe methods of perfect simulation and parameter estimation for area-interaction processes that
are comparable to the methods described in the later sections 5.5.2 and 5.6.2.
To estimate model parameters from given data, we minimize the quadratic difference of a suffi-
cient statistic of the data to its expected value in the model, using the Levenberg-Marquardt method
[Mar63]. Levenberg-Marquardt can be seen as an interpolation between the minimization methods
of Gauss-Newton [Bjo96]and gradient descent [Avr03]. In the case of point processes, the neces-
sary derivations can generally not be calculated explicitly, and are instead approximated by averaging
over MCMC chains; the resulting method is described as the Monte Carlo Marquardt algorithm and
applied to Gibbs processes in [HP99]. We later present a slightly different version that incorporates
two-dimensional object interaction.
For an overview of other methods of parameter estimation for pairwise interaction processes see
e.g. [DFG+94].
1.3 Contributions
(i) We generalize the Randomized Set Cover approach and tighten existing bounds for convergence
for this generalized approach.
(ii) We introduce a new method of parallelization for this approach, and compare it to an established
method of parallelization in both theory and practice. We also briefly discuss a hierarchical
approach that achieves a speed up via coarsening of the parameter space.
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(iii) We show that an established method of solving large linear programs can be understood as a
special case of the randomized set cover approach (up to constants), and bound the dual VC-
dimension, a measure of combinatorial complexity, for real half-spaces to this end. We also
show that Randomized Set Cover can be understood as a special case of the Multiplicative
Weights algorithm.
(iv) We modify existing point process models based on pairwise interaction between objects to be
based on two measures of object interaction instead of one, and discuss both theoretical and
practical pitfalls in applying existing methods of estimation and simulation for these point pro-
cess models.
(v) We establish two algorithms that combine an energy minimization on an estimated model of
object interaction with the Randomized Set Cover to approximate an image segmentation that
reflects physical object interaction probabilistically; we again discuss convergence on both a
theoretical and practical level.
(vi) We evaluate previously discussed approaches in practice; this includes a run-time and quality
comparison on synthetic data, as well as an evaluation on real 2D cell and 3D fiber data.
1.4 Organization
This dissertation is divided into three parts:
Part I is concerned with the problem of solving the combinatorial set cover problem optimally
and efficiently for large data sets. We give an introduction to the generalized Randomized Set Cover
approach and tighten existing bounds for its convergence in chapter 2. We introduce methods of
speeding it up up via parallel and hierarchical versions in chapter 3. Anything pertaining to related
methods, including the link to linear programs and Multiplicative Weights, is discussed in chapter 4.
In part II the combinatorial approach to segmentation is extended to include a model of physical
interaction of objects. We show how a Gibbs point process model can be adapted for cases in which
object interaction is multi-dimensional, and discuss methods of simulation and estimation in chapter
5. We discuss the combination of Gibbs model and randomized set cover in theory and practice in
chapter 6.
Part III is comprised of everything related to the application of the results of the previous two
parts. This includes a numerical evaluation of the examined methods on synthetic simulations in
chapter 7, a discussion of local pre- and post-processing methods for real data in chapter 8, as well as
as exemplifying segmentations of real data sets in chapter 9. As examples of real data sets we use 2D
cellular data provided by, and evalucated in cooperation with, the Biomedical Computer Vision Group
(BMCV) Heidelberg in section 9.1 and 3D µCT fiber data provided by the BASF company in section
9.2.
Part I





High amounts of noise in image data can make any threshold or region-based approach to image
segmentation partially or completely unfeasible. To be able to segment images in which voxel data
is difficult, but prior knowledge of object shapes is available, we can see image segmentation as a
minimal set cover problem: Given a collection of points X and a discrete collection of sets R ∈ R,
we want to find the smallest collection of sets R1, . . . , Rn that cover all points, i.e. have a non-empty
intersection with every element of X .
A minimal set cover problem itself is generally NP-hard [Kar72] and can thus in general only be
solved approximately. To this end, many different approaches exist– two of the most notable ones are
greedy set covering (see section 4.1) and solving a linear program (see section 4.2). However, both of
these approaches tend to scale badly for large problems – a greedy algorithm needs to search through
all available sets, or “ranges”, several times, while for an LP-based approach even calculating the
matrix representation of the cover problem [YNM+15] can be computationally expensive. To solve
large set cover problems, we instead base our approach on an algorithm that utilizes small random
subsets of the global problem:
The Randomized Set Covering (RSC) algorithm is an iterative reweighting scheme designed to
solve a large combinatorial problem in an approximate and randomized way. For its most prominent
version, formulated by Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich [BG95], this is a minimal set covering problem. On
an intuitive level, the RSC algorithm can be seen as iteratively matching parameterized templates (the
ranges) to a set of points: in each step, we sample a collection of ranges according to a probability
distribution induced by weights ωi, then check if they cover all image points. As long as there is
a point not covered by the currently sampled ranges, we increase the probability covering it in the
next step by doubling the weight of ranges that cover this point. We repeat the process of sampling
and reweighting until all image points are covered with high probability – see figure 2.1 – and we
eventually sample a full cover. The key to guaranteeing convergence to an approximate solution is
that the weight increase does not happen unconditionally, but only for points that are a priori covered
with a probability below a set threshold of ε – we will refer to this as the “ε-condition”. See algorithm
1 for an overview of the B/G set covering approach.
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Algorithm 1: Randomized Set Covering, Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich (B/G)
Input: X,R, ε, n.
Output: set cover R1, . . . , Rn of X .
begin
set ω(R) = 1|R| , ∀R ∈ R // normalized starting weights/probabilties
sample sets R1, . . . , Rn ∼ µ = 1ω(R)ω and // random approximate cover
set Xc = X \ {x : x ∈ Ri for some Ri} // points not covered
while Xc 6= ∅ do
pick any point x ∈ Xc
if ω(Rx) < ε ∗ ω(R) // ε-condition
then
ω(R)←− 2ω(R), ∀R : {x} ∩R 6= ∅ // update ranges covering x
sample sets R1, . . . , Rn ∼ µ = 1ω(R)ω and // repeat sampling
set Xc = X \ {x : x ∈ Ri for some Ri}
return R1, . . . , Rn
Mathematically, we find points covered with low probability using ε-nets: a collection of sets that
covers every point that is a priori covered with probability≥ ε, thus guaranteeing that uncovered points
satisfy the ε-condition. For a given probability distribution and set system, ε-nets can be constructed
in several different ways; similarly, the definitions of a set cover and hitting set are closely related,
and can be applied in different contexts, such as the solution of a linear program. Consequently, many
different variants and special cases of the RSC algorithm exist. In this part of the thesis, we formulate
a proof of convergence for a generalized version of the RSC algorithm in section 2.3 that tightens
existing bounds after introducing the necessary formal definitions in section 2.2.
To facilitate fast run times for large problems in later applications, we introduce a method to
parallelize the algorithm without loss of quality in section 3.1 and compare it to the current state of
the art. We discuss how it can be sped up by coarsening the parameter space in section 3.2. In chapter
4 we discuss the relation of the RSC algorithm to several other iterative randomized methods; most
importantly, in section 4.4 we show how an algorithm introduced for the solving of linear programs
can be viewed as a special case of the RSC algorithm up to parameter values, leading to tightened
bounds for convergence and the applicability of the previously introduced method of parallelization.
Some sections in this part of the thesis, in particular those related to the proof of convergence and
parallelization, bear strong similarities to an as of yet unpublished paper by Markowsky et al.[MZ17].
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(a) Simulated data (b) Probabilities of object centers, summed over
all orientations
(c) Orientation 1 (d) Orientation 2
(e) Orientation 3 (f) Orientation 4
Figure 2.1: Simulated 2D example, probabilities of object centers assigned by the RSC algorithm at
convergence (logarithmically scaled).
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2.2 Basic Definitions and Preliminaries
This section introduces basic definitions and results used in the subsequent sections. Basic references
include [HP11, Mat02] to which we refer for more background and details. Throughout this chapter,
we only consider finite sets.
Definition 2.2.1 (Range Space, Hitting Set, Set Cover). Let X be an arbitrary finite set, and let R be
a family of subsets of X . Then the pair (X,R) is called a range space with points x ∈ X and ranges
R ∈ R.
A set of elements N ⊆ X is called a hitting set for (X,R) if any range contains at least one point
of N , i.e. ∀R ∈ R ∃x ∈ N : x ∈ R.
A set of ranges C ⊆ R is called a set cover for (X,R) if any point of X is contained in at least
one range in C, i.e. ∀x ∈ X ∃R ∈ C : x ∈ R.
Definition 2.2.2 (Dual Range Space). Given a range space S = (X,R) and a point x ∈ X , we define
the dual range of x as the set of all ranges containing x,
Rx := {R ∈ R : x ∈ R} . (2.2.1)
The dual range space corresponding to S is
S∗ := (R,RX) with RX := {Rx : x ∈ X}. (2.2.2)
We can see immediately that for any point x and range R, x is contained in R iff R is contained
in the dual range of x:
x ∈ R ⇐⇒ R ∈ RX . (2.2.3)
As a direct consequence, the a set cover of S = (X,R) is a hitting set of its dual range space S∗, and
the dual range space of the dual range space S∗ is equivalent to S itself.
Definition 2.2.3 (ε-net). Let S = (X,R) be a range space and A ⊆ X .
(i) a set N ⊆ X is called an ε-net for S if, for any range R ∈ R with
|R ∩A| ≥ ε|A|, (2.2.4)
R contains at least one point of N , i.e. R ∩N 6= ∅.
(ii) For a given probability measure µ on X , condition (2.2.4) reads
µ(R ∩A) ≥ εµ(A). (2.2.5)
Conditions (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) are equivalent if µ is the uniform measure. Because any common
factor does not change the relation (2.2.5) any measure can be used as well. We denote such
weights by
ω(R ∩A) ≥ εω(A). (2.2.6)
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(iii) If the subset A ⊆ X is not specified in connection with an ε-net N , then it is tacitly assumed
that A = X . In this case condition (2.2.5) reads
µ(R) ≥ ε, (2.2.7)
i.e. N must intersect any range R with a probability measure not less than ε.
Definition 2.2.4 (Shattering,VC-Dimension). Let S = (X,R) be a range space. For any Y ⊂ X the
family of subsets
R|Y := {R ∩ Y : R ∈ R} (2.2.8)
is called the projection of R onto Y . If R|Y contains all subsets of Y , i.e. R|Y = 2Y , then Y is
shattered by R. The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension dimV C(S) is the largest cardinality of subsets
Y that can be shattered byR. If subsets of arbitrary size can be shattered, then dimVC(S) :=∞.
Theorem 2.2.1 (Size Upper Bound for ε-nets [KPW92, Thm. 3.1, Thm. 3.2]). Let S = (X,R) be a
range space with dimV C(S) = d and let µ be a probability measure defined on X such that all ranges

















log(1/ε) + 2 log log(1/ε) + 3
]
(2.2.10)
is an ε-net for the measure µ with probability ≥ 1− p.
2.3 Generalized Iterative Reweighting with Tight Bounds
Since a set cover can be seen as a hitting set of the dual of a range space, and vice versa, the RSC
algorithm can be formulated equivalently as a minimal hitting set algorithm (see 2.2). This formulation
makes some proofs a little more intuitive, and we will be using it for the more theoretical sections 2.3
and 3. Although different versions of ε-net based reweighting schemes can be constructed, they share
the same key elements that are necessary to guarantee convergence. We first formulate a reweighting
scheme that generalizes both the algorithms formulated by Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich (B/G) [BG95]
and a sequential version of the simplified scheme proposed by Agarwal and Pan (A/P) [AP14]:
Algorithm 2: Sequential weight update scheme
Input: (X,R), ε, ω.
begin
while Convergence is not achieved do
pick a range R ∈ R
if ω(R) < εω(X) then
ω(x)←− 2ω(x), ∀x ∈ R
return ω
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Here, “pick a range” has a slightly different meaning depending on the reweighting scheme used:
For approaches based on the B/G scheme, picking a range means constructing an ε-net in each step
and picking a range that is not hit by this ε-net. Agarwal et al.[AP14] originally check several ranges
R consecutively, and update all that satisfy ω(R) < εω(X). In this sequential scheme, we first
only allow the update of one range per step. Similarly, “convergence is not achieved” has different
meanings depending on the different versions of the reweighting scheme: For versions based on the
B/G scheme the condition for termination is that the ε-net constructed in a step is a hitting set for the
original problem. The original approach by Agarwal et al.[AP14] stops when less than b1εc ε-light
ranges are found after checking every range R ∈ R. Our sequential version simply stops when no
more ε-light ranges can be found.
In both cases, the key for guaranteeing convergence to a minimal hitting set is limiting the weight-
doubling to sets R that satisfy
ω(R) < εω(X). (2.3.1)
Although the idea of the proof of convergence closely follows the general multiplicative weight up-
date scheme [AHK12], and has been formulated many times (see e.g.[BG95],[HP11]), we include a
modified version to establish tight bounds for ε:




n∗ − 1, (2.3.2)
then a range satisfying condition 2.3.1 can only be found for a finite number of steps. This bound on
ε cannot be improved in the general case.
Proof. Assume ε = 2
1
an∗ − 1 for some a > 1.
If an ε-light range, i.e. one satisfying condition 2.3.1, can be found in every step, and its weight is
doubled, then the total weight ofR after i steps is bounded by
ωi(X) ≤ (1 + ε)ωi−1(X) ≤ (1 + ε)iω0(X) = 2 ian∗ ω0(X), (2.3.3)
On the other hand, suppose H is a hitting set of size n∗. Let ti(j) denote the number of times the
weight of the jth element of H was doubled after i iterations. By the definition of a hitting set, at least
one point is in each of the ranges which are doubled in weight, i.e.
∑n∗
j=1 ti(j) ≥ i.
Defining ωi as the weight function after i steps, and ω0min = minh∈H ω
0(h), we can lower bound











The second inequality is a direct consequence of the geometric mean lower-bounding the arithmetic
mean. Comparing equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, this means that since a > 1, the weight of a subset of X
grows faster in i than its total weight by a factor of O(2i), leading to a contradiction for a finite value
of i, and thus bounding the number of steps. See appendix section A.1 for the detailed bounds of the
number of steps under the assumption that condition 2.3.1 is satisfied with a positive probability q or
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higher in all steps.
To prove general tightness, let R1, . . . , Rn∗ be a set of ranges that each cover exactly one element
of an optimal hitting set H , and choose uniform starting weights ω(R) = ω0min = c. Consecutively
choosing these ranges for weight-doubling, not doubling the weight of one twice before the weight
of all others has been doubled, will make the bound in equation 2.3.4 tight for step numbers that
are an integral mutiple of |H| = n∗: After tn∗ steps, with t ∈ N, every point h in H will have been
selected for weight-doubling exactly t times, and have the weight 2tω0(h) = 2i/n
∗
ω0min. This scenario
generally occurs with a positive probability. Unless we can reliably bound the relative weight added
in each step lower than ε, or can exclude the aforementioned scenario of iterative weight-doubling a
priori, the bound of εmax as defined in equation 2.3.2 is thus the best we can establish for the general
case.
It should be noted that in our experience the bounds on the cardinality of randomly sampled ε-nets
(see theorem 2.2.1), as originally used by Bro¨nnimann and Goodrich [BG95], will be far from tight
in practice. However convergence is mathematically guaranteed by fulfilling the condition 2.3.1; For
the B/G scheme, sampling a full ε-net is thus sufficient, but not necessary to guarantee convergence:
Since the condition 2.3.1 is explicitly checked in every step, the theoretical bounds on sample sizes
can be ignored without risking guaranteed convergence as long as the condition is still empirically
satisfied in a sufficient percentage of steps.
If we can establish a bound on the probability of condition 2.3.1 being satisfied, e.g. using theorem
2.2.1, we can also bound the expected number of overall steps of the algorithm. We formulate this in
theorem A.1.1 of the appendix.
Chapter 3
Parallel and Hierarchical RSC
3.1 Independent Weight Updates for a Parallelization with Tight Bounds
For any reweighting scheme in the form of algorithm 2, especially for B/G-type reweighting schemes
which construct an ε-net in each step, an obvious way to save calculating time is to parallelize the
weight updates, i.e. update the weight of multiple ranges in each step.
However, when looking at the proof of convergence formulated in proposition 2.3.1, specifically
the context of equation 2.3.3, we can see that simply allowing the (successive) weight-doubling for all
ranges that are ε-light in the current iteration will change the upper estimate for the added weight in
one step from
ωi+1(X) = (1 + ε)ωi(X)
to
ωi+1(X) = (1 + 2niε) ωi(X),
assuming ni is the number of ranges selected for weight-doubling: potentially the ranges successively
doubled in weight can be almost identical; this sharply worsens the bound for the total weight of
the range space, and thus makes a much smaller value of ε, and thus a much bigger sample size, a
requirement.
Our approach towards circumventing this problem is to allow the successive doubling of the
weights for any collection of ranges that do not intersect in X , i.e.
{Rj ∩Rk} = ∅ ∀Rj , Rk (3.1.1)
If all ranges Ri are ε-light, they will satisfy the condition
∑
i ω(Ri) < εMω(X). On the other
hand, we can tightly bound total weight growth by using condition 3.1.1, and prove convergence of
the parallelized algorithm for the same value of ε:




n∗ − 1, (3.1.2)
then for the parallelized algorithm 3 a range satisfying condition 2.3.1 can only be found for a finite
number reweighting steps. The number of reweighted ranges is limited by the same bound as the
number of steps of the non-parallelized algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 3: Independently Parallelized Reweighting
Input: (X,R), ε, ω.
begin
while Convergence is not achieved do
pick a set of rangesRi, i = 1, . . . ,M ∈ R such that {Rj ∩Rk} ∩X = ∅ ∀ Rj ,Rk
if
∑
i ω(Ri) < εMω(X) then∀i : ω(x)←− 2ω(x), ∀x ∈ Ri
return ω
Proof. Let i denote the total number of ranges R selected for weight-doubling in all steps up to a
certain point in the algorithm. Looking back at the proof of proposition 2.3.1, the original upper
estimate
ωi(X) ≤ ω0(X) (1 + ε)i
will then still hold true: Let l be the numbers of steps taken, nl is the number of ranges doubled in
weight in step l. Condition 3.1.1 ensures that if all ranges Rj are ε-light, no point x ∈ ∪jRj has its
weight doubled more than once in each step, and the total weight is not increased by a factor of more
than (1 + nlε). Thus after l steps, and i =
∑
l








= ω0(X) (1 + ε)i . (3.1.3)
Similarly looking back at equation 2.3.4, after i weight-doubling steps, the total weight of a mini-




since the weight of at least one element is still doubled for every weight-doubling step.
Since both upper and lower bound remain identical, with the exception of i not being the number
of steps, but the number of weight updates, convergence will still be guaranteed for the same value of
ε, with the same limit1 on i.
Updating several weights instead of one per step (i.e. per constructed ε-net) can obviously provide
a significant speed-up. See figure 3.1 for a graphical example and subsection 3.1.2 for a theoretical
bound on running time.
1See appendix section A.1 for the detailed bounds on the number of steps of the sequential reweighting scheme 2 under
the assumption that condition 2.3.1 is satisfied with a positive probability q or higher in all weight updates.
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Singular updates, step 1







Multiple updates, step 1







Singular updates, step 5







Multiple updates, step 5







Singular updates, step 20







Multiple upd., step 20
Figure 3.1: Probabilites of choosing a rectangle for the set cover dependent on its middle point. After
20 steps, the rectangular structures begin visibly emerging in the case of multiple weight updates per
step, but not for singular ones.
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3.1.1 Comparing independently parallelized RSC to Agarwal/Pan
The reweighting scheme described by Agarwal et al. [AP14] as a simpler, but more efficient version
of the B/G RSC scheme (algorithm 1) follows a similar pattern, with two major differences:
• it does not use ε-nets to find ε-light ranges in each step. One ε-net is constructed when the
reweighting terminates, i.e. a net finder is called once instead of multiple times.
• Several ranges are updated in one step, and multiple times, i.e. a parallelization without the
constraint of non-intersection.
The obvious advantage of the first alteration by A/P is the decrease in running time: an ε-net
needs to be constructed only once for the algorithm, instead of once for each step. The mathematical
downside to this can be summarized as: A range that is ε-heavy before doubling the weight of one or
several other ranges generally is not afterwards. Specifically, after doubling the weight of ni ranges
that are all ε-light, the total weight of the space X is bounded by
ωi+1(X) ≤ (1 + ε)niωi(X), (3.1.4)
and a range that was ε-heavy before reweighting is only guaranteed to have a relative weight of ε2 =
ε
(1+ε)ni or more afterwards. A/P combats this problem by limiting the number of reweightings to
ni ≤ b1εc, establishing a bound of εe on ε2. 2
The proof of convergence formulated in proposition 2.3.1 remains true whether ε-nets are used in
each step or not, meaning that reweighting can be performed with any ε < εmax(n∗) = 2
1
n∗ − 1 for
both schemes.
The contribution of choosing parallel weight updates independently, i.e. of non-intersecting ranges,
is limiting the additional weight to a linear instead of exponential factor, namely (1 + niε). This in
turn allows for a proof of convergence without changing the required value of ε, since the weight of an
optimal subset is equally lower-bounded linearly. When parallelizing the B/G scheme, this means that
the same value of ε < εmax can still be used when constructing ε-nets as possible solutions. Following
the A/P scheme, the bounds for ε2 are still worsened, but linearly – when doubling the weight of no
more than b1εc ranges, as in the original paper, by a factor of 12 instead of 1e for dependent updates.
In total, both the decision whether to use ε-nets in every step or once after reweighting, and
whether to parallelize independently or not, are a trade of running time versus the cardinality of the
resulting approximation. While the latter options will almost universally lead to faster times per step,
they both decrease the required value of ε, and thus increase the required cardinality of the ε-net, by
a significant factor. In applications a good compromise may be found by first reweighting using the
generally faster A/P scheme, and using the resulting weight function as input for an independently
parallelized B/G scheme for optimal quality.
2In the original paper [AP14], the maximal number of reweights is 2k for a value of ε = 1
2k
. For a general ε, the value
of b 1
ε
c preserves the same bounds on ε2.
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Example
Set of points X , minimal set cover cardinality
n∗ = 100
Independently parallelized B/G scheme
ε1 = 2
1
n∗+1 − 1, cover cardinality 175
A/P scheme (dependent parallelization)
ε2 =
ε1
e , cover cardinality 501
Figure 3.2: Graphical example of the results of our proposed parallelization of B/G vs. the A/P
scheme, applied to a set covering problem. Darker areas indicate a cover by multiple circles. The
lower value of ε2  ε1 required for convergence of the A/P scheme leads to siginificantly larger
cover cardinalities in theory and practice.
See figure 3.2 for a graphical example of the results of our proposed parallelization applied to the B/G
scheme vs. the parallelized scheme proposed by Agarwal/Pan, applied to a set cover problem with
circles. Here, X ⊂ R2 is the set of points depicted, R is the intersection of X with all circles of a
fixed radius, centered on the pixel grid. Since we wish to solve a set cover problem, we apply the
hitting set algorithm 3 to the dual range space S∗ of S = (X,R). Non-overlapping dual ranges are
found via the distance of their center points.
ε-nets were constructed via random sampling for both algorithms. The sample sizes ni were
chosen empirically: In the case of the B/G scheme that samples ε-nets repeatedly, a value n1 = 330
was chosen that allows finding ε-light ranges and reweighting with high probability, empirically in
4394 out of 4546 steps. For the A/P scheme, an ε2-net needs to be sampled only once, allowing for
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more repetitions, and a relatively lower cardinality for the constructed ε2-net. The Sampling size n2
was chosen as a small value that empirically allows finding an ε2-net via random sampling consistently
in less than 10000 attempts. In the depicted examples, a set of n2 = 660 ranges had to be sampled
58 times before finding the first ε2-net. Double sampling leads cover sizes smaller than ni in the
approximative solutions produced by both algorithms.
In this example, the sample sizes ni are somewhat arbitrarily chosen input parameters of the
algorithms, and the specific number of attempts required to sample an ε-net randomly can fluctuate
highly. However, the weight function that is produced upon termination of the reweighting algorithms
tends to be much more consistent, and is a direct result of the algorithms’ structure and the theoretical
bounds on εi. See figure 3.3 for a depiction of the weights from which the set covers in figure 3.2 were
sampled. Since we solve a set cover problem as a hitting set problem on the dual range space, weights
are assigned to the cyclic ranges that make up its elements. They are normalized to a maximum of 1,
and depicted as a function of their centers. As we would expect from the higher value of ε1 compared
to ε2, the independently parallelized version of B/G shows a significantly sharper convergence to
optimal ranges than the dependently parallelized A/P scheme.
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Figure 3.3: Weights produced by the independently parallelized B/G (left) and A/P (right) algorithms
upon termination. Scaled logarithmically (top)/with an 8th root (bottom). Convergence of weights to
optimal values is far sharper for the independently parallelized B/G scheme.
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3.1.2 Quality and Running Time Analysis
The quality, i.e. cardinality, of an ε-net based solution to a minimal hitting set problem depends on
the value of ε used in the construction of the net: In general it is O(1ε log(1ε )), except in some special
geometric cases that allows ε-nets of size O(1ε ), see [MV17]. Any improvement to the value of ε will
thus directly improve the quality of a hitting set by an equal or larger factor.
The bound of εmax established in propositions 2.3.1 and 3.1.1 asymptotically approaches
ln(2)
n∗ –
see section A.2 of the appendix. It applies to both any sequential reweighting, and an independently
parallelized B/G scheme. To our knowledge, the currently best bound of ε for a parallelization was
established by Agarwal et al. [AP14] as 12n∗e .
3 The new bound εmax thus constitutes an improvement
of roughly a factor of 2e ln 2 ≈ 3.77 or better in the quality of the solution of a parallelized approach.
Using proposition 2.3.1 and reflections from the previous section 3.1.1, we can also establish a new
bound of ε2 =
εmax(n∗)
e for the original A/P scheme, improving its original bounds by a factor of
roughly 2 ln 2 ≈ 1.39.
For an independently parallelized approach, the increase in running time compared to the original
A/P scheme is caused by the need to find a preferably large number of non-overlapping ranges. While
in practice different approaches may be useful depending on the problem structure (see the end of the
subsection), we first give a general approach in order to bound running times: Given a set of ε-light
ranges found by either the B/G or A/P scheme, we construct a graph in which vertices represent the
ranges of this subset, while edges represent mutual overlap. Solving the problem of finding a maximal
independent subset of this graph – that is, a subset of vertices that are not connected by any edge
– is then equivalent to finding maximal set of ε-light ranges that do not overlap. If L denotes the
number of vertices of the graph, several established algorithms solve the maximal independent set
problem, such as Luby’s [Lub86] and Blelloch’s [BFS12] algorithm, with running times ofO(log(L))
and O(log2(L)), respectively. At the same time, if Ld2 is the number of edges of the graph, Turan’s
theorem [NS08] establishes a lower bound of L2d for the cardinality of this set, i.e. the number of
non-intersecting ranges the algorithms will find.
Parallelization can thus sharply decrease running times, especially for the B/G scheme. In the
vocabulary of the original paper [BG95], assume we know a “finder” that constructs an ε-net in time
f(ε), and a “verifier” that supplies ε-light ranges that are not hit by the net in time g1(ε). By theorem
A.1.1, the maximal number of weight-doubling steps N is bound, with a finite expected value E[N ].
Let ε1 < εmax. Then the expected running time for finder and verifier of the non-parallelized B/G
scheme is
[f(ε1, ·) + g1(ε1, ·)]E[N ]. (3.1.5)
For our proposed independently parallelized version, assume that on average we can use the verifier
to find L ranges, of which no more than Ld2 pairs overlap. We can find at least
L
2d non-overlapping
ranges in time O(log(L)) using Luby’s algorithm. The verifier thus needs to be executed 2d more
times, but we can simultaneously perform at least L2d update steps after using the net-finder once, in
3Specifically, [AP14] defines ε = 1
2ke
, where k/2 < n∗ ≤ k. This value is largest (optimal) for k = n∗.
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for an independently parallelized B/G scheme. Note that f(ε, ·) varies depending on the exact method
of ε-net construction used, but will in general be much larger than the cost g1(ε, ·) of afterwards
finding an ε-light range.
For the (parallel) A/P scheme, the number of reweightings is bound by the same value, but a
ε-net is only constructed once, for ε = ε2. In addition, the verifier checks whether a range is ε-
light sequentially instead of using an ε-net, leading to different running times. We will denote this
verifier by g2(ε). Given a range space (X,R), Agarwal/Pan establish its running time per range as
O(log(|X|)), and multiply this by a factor of O(|X| +R) to establish the running time of checking
all ranges in R. If we assume similarly that the number of ranges that need to be checked on average
before finding the first ε-light range is O(|X|+ |R|), this establishes a total running time of
f(ε2, ·) + g2(ε1, ·)E[N ] = f(ε2, ·) + [O((|X|+ |R|) log |X|)]E[N ] (3.1.7)
for finder and verifier. Note that while the value ε2 used by the finder is different from the one used by
B/G, the one used by the verifier g2 during reweighting is not. We omit discussion of the time taken
for steps that are the same for all reweighting schemes described
In a lot of applications we know that X ⊂ Rd, ranges are characterized by a central point, i.e. for
circle ranges or a dual range Rx, and the maximal distance of any point in the range from this central
point is bounded. In such situations we can efficiently find a large number of non-intersecting ε-light
(dual) ranges for independent parallelization ranges with minimal cost in run time:
Given a set of ranges, we can lay a grid of a length that is larger or equal to the maximum (gen-
eralized) diameter of a range over their central points – see figure 3.4. Now, choose one type of
grid-sections (e.g. the light blue ones) in such a way that there is at least one point in these grid-
sections and pick one central point in each of these (light blue) grid-sections. Since this ensures that
the distance of all central points selected is greater than the diameter of the ranges, we know that no
two ranges can intersect. While this method does not necessarily find a maximal independent subset
of ranges, its running times will generally be significantly faster than any method which calculates the
maximal independent subset precisely.
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Points partitioned Points in each grid separated by minimal dis-
tance
Figure 3.4: Separating ranges using a grid
3.2 Hierarchical Weight Updates
Though randomized approaches are generally the most apt to handle large data, the RSC algorithm
still needs to assign and update probabilities for all possible cover candidates Ri. If higher accuracy
is demanded in the result, the space of possible ranges can be extensively large.
To improve tractability of larger problems, one intuitive approach is to first solve the cover problem
for a ”rougher”, smaller range space S− = (X,R−). For the purpose of theory, we will assume that
the ranges Ri− ∈ R− are a union of a number of the original ranges Ri ∈ R.











n∗ − 1 (3.2.2)
where d is the VC-dimension of the range space and n∗ is the smallest possible size of a cover, as
stated in equations 2.2.10 and 2.3.2.
If a cover of size n∗ exists for the original range space, we will obviously also be able to find a
cover of the same size for a modified range space that consists of unions of the original ranges; indeed,
this will be true for any space of supersets, not just unions. The VC-dimension d− of the modified
range S− space on the other hand is not easily bounded based on the VC-dimension d of the origi-
nal range space S, and can in fact be largely depended on the specific way original ranges are united
and the shape of this union. In applications, the easiest way to circumvent this problem is to choose
unions of ranges in such a way that simple geometric forms with a known VC-dimension are pro-
duced; in particular, we can first disregard orientation by uniting all cylinders with a particular point
of origin to a ball (figure 3.6), or unite all cylinders of a certain orientation with points of origin in a
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cylinder of similar orientation to get one larger cylinder (figure 3.5). In terms of computational feasi-
bility, uniting several candidates allows us to reduce parameter space size via a rougher discretization.
Figure 3.5: Union over all can-
didates in the form of a rectan-
gle (black) with points of ori-
gin in a rectangle (dark red) is
a larger rectangle (light red).
If we do find an approximate cover using these larger candidates,
we can run a second RSC algorithm in which we assign non-zero
starting probabilities only to parameters which were combined into
the candidates of the initial cover. In total, this replaces one RSC
run on a large parameter space with two consecutive solutions on
smaller subsets. Comparable approaches exist for the Hough trans-
form which equally reweighs a discrete parameter space – [YTL92].
In practice, the hierarchical approach will usually lead to faster run-
ning times, but a drop in overall quality, as a good solution to the
overall problem is not guaranteed to exist as a subset of the rougher
solution. See section 7.2.3 for some numerical examples.
Initial cover of white rectangles
disregarding orientation (circles)
Cover using rectangles with points of
origin in the initial cover.
Figure 3.6: RSC in two phases
Chapter 4
Related Methods
We use this section to compare and contrast the RSC method of Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich [BG95] al-
gorithm to similar approaches, both for solving a minimal set cover problem and in a more general
context. In particular, we show that a reweighting algorithm introduced by Clarkson [Cla95] to find
the minimal base of a linear program can be shown to be a special case of the B/G RSC algorithm in
subsection 4.4.
4.1 Greedy Set Covering
Perhaps the most intuitive method of determining a small cover of a given finite set of points X from
a collection of ranges R(n) is to iteratively choose the ranges that cover the most points that previous
ranges did not cover, or, when using a custom cost function, that minimizes the ratio of its cost to the
number of these points:
Algorithm 4: Greedy Set Covering Algorithm
Input: X = {x1, . . . , xn},R(n) = {R1, . . . , Rm}, C.
Output: set coverR(c) of X .
begin
setR(c) = ∅ // listing ranges already used for the cover
and U = ∅, // union over ranges already used for the cover
while X \ U 6= ∅ do
i∗ = argmin C(i)|Ri∩(P\U)| // best ratio of cost to new points covered
U = U ∪Ri∗
R(c) = R(c) ∪ {Ri∗}
returnR(c)
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m is the number of sets we choose from, and n∗ is the optimal cover cost – see e.g. in [Vaz01,
chapter 2]. While a greedy approach supplies results of relatively high quality (or low cardinality),
especially when compared to the theoretical limits for the results of the RSC algorithm as in theorem
2.2.1, it is as the name implies often not computationally efficient. We have found it to empirically be
orders of magnitude slower than the RSC approach for even moderate problem sizes. Since sampling
sizes needed for convergence of the RSC algorithm are however often much larger than those needed
for a full cover, the greedy set covering algorithm lends itself as a relatively straight-forward method
of post-processing, producing a smaller, fully covering subset from the output of an RSC algorithm or
similar.
4.2 Solving RSC via Linear Programming
4.2.1 ε-nets for LP Set Cover
At the beginning of chapter 6.3 of “Geometric Approximation Algorithms” [HP11], a different ap-
proach to solving the Geometric Set Cover problem is introduced, here denoted with the slight modi-
fication of adding a cost function C:
If we assume we wish to cover the points P = {p1, . . . , pn} using ranges {R1, . . . , Rm}, we can
formulate the problem by defining variables yi via
• yi = 1 if the range Ri is part of the cover and
• yi = 0 otherwise, i = 1, . . . ,m








yi ≥ 1 ∀pj ∈ P (4.2.2)
yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i = 1, . . . ,m. (4.2.3)
If no other information is available, this function will default to 1.
To solve this problem, we can use the commonly employed method of instead solving a linear
programming relaxation of the problem:








xi ≥ 1 ∀pj ∈ P (4.2.5)
xi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (4.2.6)









xi/f ≥ 1/f ∀pj ∈ P
xi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m









zi ≥ ε ∀pj ∈ P (4.2.9)
zi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . ,m. (4.2.10)
The restriction
∑m
i=1 zi = 1 lets us interpret the values of zi as probabilites assigned to the
ranges Ri. Thus, if we are able to solve this problem, we can construct an ε-net of size n =
d
ε [log(1/ε) + 2 log log(1/ε) + 3] with respect to these probabilites using theorem 2.2.1. Via con-
dition 4.2.9 the ε-net property necessitates that one range of our sample will be in each dual range
Rpj = {Ri : pj ∈ Ri} for j = 1, . . . , n, meaning that the set of points will be covered.
On the other hand, if we apply the original set covering Randomized Set Covering algorithm 1
with parameters ε0 < 21/n
∗ − 1 and n0 as given by theorem 2.2.1 , we have indirectly also found a
(non-optimal) solution for value ε = 1n0 for the LP 4.2.9 ff. if we choose zi =
1
n0
for our found set of
ranges. Since n0 ≥ dε0 [log(1/ε0) + 2 log log(1/ε0) + 3], this solution will likely be far from optimal,
but computationally inexpensive, particularly if we can use parallelization. It can be applied as long
as we can bound the VC-dimension of the range space defined by the Ri.
If the original problem is formulated with a cost, i.e. has objective min
∑m
i=1C(i) yi, we can
still use the first method of traditional LP solving followed by ε-net construction by defining zi =
C(i)xi/f . However, RSC-based approaches are generally unable to take cost functions into account.
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4.2.2 Randomized Rounding
If we want to use a different, arbitrary method to solve the relaxed set cover LP 4.2.4, we can produce
a set cover from a non-integer solution via randomized rounding: The condition xi ∈ [0, 1] lets us
interpret xi as probabilities, specifically the probability of using a range Ri in the cover. Following
this intuition, it is shown in [Vaz01, chapter 14.2] that if we independently draw t = O(log n) times,
and pick a range Ri for our cover if is has been picked with probability xi in any of these t draws,
effectively picking Ri with a probability of
1− (1− xi)t, (4.2.11)
a cover of expected size tfopt is achieved with high probability, where fopt the optimal solution of
problem 4.2.4.
4.3 Variants of the Set Cover Problem
4.3.1 Set Multi-Cover
One natural extension of the set cover problem is the problem of covering all, or some points multiple








xi ≥ d(pj) ∀pj ∈ P (4.3.2)
xi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (4.3.3)
where d(pj) indicates the number of times the point pj should be covered.
Chekuri, Clarkson and Har-Peled[CCHP09] solve this by defining a new set system based on
creating multiple copies of each point; the multi-cover problem can then be reduced to solving the
original set cover problem for the newly-defined range space. This is achieved by Chekuri et al. by
bounding the VC-dimension of the new range space and then utilizing the same VC-based framework
as Clarkson/Bro¨nnimann/Goodrich.
4.3.2 Multi-class Set Cover
A similar, but slightly more complicated extension of the set cover problem is the Multi-class set cover
problem, in which a class l to both ranges and points pi ∈ P :


















j : pi∈Rj ,yi 6=l
alj ∀pi (4.3.6)
alj ∈ {0, 1} (4.3.7)
Here, alj = 1 indicates that the range Rj is assigned to covering elements of class l; yi indicates
which class xi is assigned to.
Intuitively, ξi penalizes cases where a point xi is not covered, whereas ηi grows larger when points
of different classes are included in the same range.
Bien et al. [BT11] apply two approaches similar to the randomized rounding and greedy methods
















alj ∈ {0, 1}, (4.3.10)
where
Pl = {pi ∈ P : yi = l} (4.3.11)
Cl(j) := λ+ |Rj ∩ (P \ Pl)| , (4.3.12)
for each class l.
As before, ξi penalizes cases where a point xi is not fully covered, whereas Cl(j) is a fixed cost
(to minimize total number of ranges used) plus a penalty for cases of a range Rj covering points not
in its class l.
This problem 4.3.8 can be relaxed and solved for each class l seperately; the resulting alj ∈ [0, 1]
can be seen as probabilites, and a cover can be estimated by independently drawing from Ber(alj)
distributed random variables O(logPl) times, and using a range Rj to cover class l if any of these
draws came up positive.
Alternatively, Bien et al. [BT11] propose a modified greedy algorithm works very similarly to
algorithm 4; however, instead of repeatedly minimizing over C(i)|Ri∩(P\U)| , we introduce a new objective
function
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∆Obj(j, l) = ∆ξ(j, l)−∆η(j, l)− λ with (4.3.13)




∆η(j, l) := |Rj ∩ (P \ Pl)| , (4.3.15)
whereR(c)l is the set of all ranges Rj assigned to cover class l up to this step.
In words, ∆Obj(j, l) is the improvement of the cover gained by (newly) assigning range Rj to
cover (points of) class l
With this definition we can solve multi-class set cover using a greedy approach:
Algorithm 5: Modified Greedy Algorithm: Set Covering
Input: P = {p1, . . . , pn},R = {R1, . . . , Rm},
Output: set coverR(c) of X .
begin
setR(c)l = ∅ ∀l
while ∆Obj(j, l) > 0 do
(j∗, l∗) = argmax ∆Obj(j, l)
R(c)l∗ = R(n)l∗ ∪ {R(j∗)}
returnR(c)l l = 1, . . . , L
4.4 Solving a Linear Program via RSC
In this subsection, we show how the results of the previous sections can be applied to solve a gen-
eral linear program. This is achieved by presenting an algorithm introduced by Clarkson [Cla95] as a
special case of the B/G scheme, applied to minimally cover a subset ofRd, consisting of possible solu-
tions, with half-spaces representing the linear constraints. We also determine the dual VC-dimension
(see section 2.2) of the corresponding range space to give reliable bounds on sampling sizes for ε-nets.
In the notation of [MR95], the weighted version [Cla95] of Clarkson’s original randomized algo-
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rithm for LP solving [Cla88] reads the following way:
Algorithm 6: IterSampLP
Input: A set of constraints H , where |H| = n, a vector c
Output: A maximizer of cx, x ∈ Rd, under these constraints.
begin
set wh = 1 ∀h ∈ H




while |V | > 0 do
Choose R ⊂ H with |R| = 9d2 according to wh
x← Simplex(R)
V ← {h ∈ H : x violates h}
if
∑




∀h ∈ V set wh ← 2wh
return x
Here, Simplex(R) is the optimum under the conditions R using the simplex method. The idea
of IterSampLP is to find a basis of H , i.e. a minimal set of conditions that define all feasible solutions,
through reweighting. Replacing the expression “x ∈ Rd violates conditon h : (Ax)i ≤ bi” with the
equivalent expression “x ∈ Sh”, where
Sh = {(Ax)i > bi}, (4.4.1)
the problem is equivalent to minimally covering all non-feasible solutions using the half-spaces Sh –
see figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Finding the basis of an LP
is equivalent to minimally covering the
compliment of the space of admissable
solutions with the half-spaces of solu-
tions that violate a condition h
Similarly, defining
• X = {Simplex(R) : R ⊆ H} where, if the con-
ditions in R form an unbounded linear problem,
Simplex(R) is an arbitrary point of high absolute
value that satisfies all conditions in R
• R = SH := {X ∩ Sh : h ∈ H}
then {s ∈ SH : x ∈ s}, the set of all ranges that contain
the point x, is the dual range of x in the (finite) range space
(X,R).
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Indeed, the algorithm is very similar to the B/G scheme applied to a set cover problem, and using
random sampling as a net-finder [BG95, HP11] with the following exceptions:
• Some parameter values, e.g. the size of the random sample, are different
• The point x = Simplex(R) is a specific, not randomly chosen point not covered by SR
• The condition for termination of the algorithm is not @x ∈ ⋃h∈R Sh, but rather |V | > 0
However, the latter two differences are not relevant for the proof of convergence as given in propo-
sition 2.3.1.
Let n∗ be the cardinality of B(H), the basis of H . Set
ε < 2
1
n∗ − 1 (4.4.2)
and n = n(ε) a sample size that guarantees a random sample is an ε-net with high probability for
spaces of limited VC-dimension – see e.g. theorem 2.2.1.
With these two parameters, we can formulate a version of the algorithm with tighter bounds, where
the proof of termination is still given by proposition 2.3.1, and the parallelization method of section
3.1 can be applied:
Algorithm 7: IterSampLP, RSC Version
Input: A set of conditions H , where |SH | = n
Output: The optimum of a function cx, x ∈ Rd, under these constraints.
begin
set wh = 1∀Rh ∈ H
while |V | > 0 do
Choose R ⊂ H with |R| = n(ε) according to wh
x← Simplex(R)
V ← {h ∈ H : x violates Sh}
if
∑




∀h ∈ V set wh ← 2wh
return x
The only problem remaining is determining the dual VC dimension of the range space (X,SH) to
bound the needed size of a random sample n = n(ε).
Lemma 4.4.1 (Dual VC-dimension of halfspaces). Let X be a subset of Rd.
Let R = {{x ∈ X : ajx > bj} : j = 1, . . . , N} for some aj ∈ Rd, bj ∈ R. Then the dual VC-
dimension of (X,R) is bounded by d.
Proof. The dual VC dimension of a space is the maximal number of ranges that can be shattered
using dual ranges (see definition 2.2.4). A set of ranges {{x ∈ X : aix > bi}ni=1} can be shattered by
intersecting with dual ranges iff there exists at least one point in every X ∩H1 ∩ . . . ∩Hm where
Hi ∈ {{ajx > bj}, {ajx > bj}c = {ajx ≤ bj}} (4.4.3)
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for some j ∈ 1, . . . , n, ik 6= il =⇒ jk 6= jl, i.e. in every non-trivial intersection of ranges from this
set and their complements in X .
This can only be true if the vectors a1, . . . , an are independent:
Assume without loss of generality that an =
∑n−1
j=1 aj uj . Then
ajx > bj ∀j 6= n : uj ≥ 0 (4.4.4)
ajx ≤ bj ∀j 6= n : uj < 0 (4.4.5)
implies that ujajx ≥ ujbj ∀j 6= n, and thus anx ≥ b∗n :=
∑n−1
j=1 uj bj .
Similarly,
ajx ≤ bj , ∀j 6= n : uj ≥ 0 (4.4.6)
ajx > bj , ∀j 6= n : uj < 0 (4.4.7)
implies that anx ≤ b∗n.
Consequently, if b∗n > bn, then
ajx > bj , ∀j 6= n : uj ≥ 0 (4.4.8)
ajx ≤ bj , ∀j 6= n : uj < 0 (4.4.9)
anx ≤ bn (4.4.10)
has no solution, since the first two lines imply anx ≥ b∗n > bn.
Similarly, if b∗n ≤ bn, then
ajx ≤ bj , ∀j 6= n : uj ≥ 0 (4.4.11)
ajx > bj , ∀j 6= n : uj < 0 (4.4.12)
anx > bn (4.4.13)
has no solution.
The maximal number of linearly independent vectors in Rd is obviously d.
In total, this establishes much better bounds than used in the original algorithm, while simulta-
neously allowing us to apply the methods of parallelization introduced in the previous section for
RSC.
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4.5 RSC as a Special Case of Multiplicative Weights
In [AHK12] Arora et al. give an excellent overview of multiple well-known algorithms, such as the
Ada boost algorithm [FS95], the Plotkin-Shmoys-Tardos algorithm [PST95] and the Winnow algo-
rithm [Lit88], and subsumes them as special cases or slight modifications of the Multiplicative Weights
algorithm 8:
Algorithm 8: Multiplicative Weights algorithm
Input: η ≤ 12 ,
maximal step number T ∈ N,
a set of decisions i, i = 1, . . . n, with a dynamic cost mti ∀i, t ≤ T
Output: Probability distribution (pTi ) :=
wTi
ΦT




set w1i = 1 ∀i, t = 1
while t < T do




Observe the cost of the decision mTi
Set wt+1i := w
t
i(1− ηmti) ∀i
t = t+ 1
return (pTi )
This algorithm supplies the following guarantee of convergence:
Theorem 4.5.1 ([AHK12]). Assume that all costs mti ∈ [−1, 1] and η ≤ 12 . Then after T rounds the










∣∣mti∣∣+ log nη ∀i (4.5.1)
If we formulate the algorithm with gains instead of losses, i.e. with costs uti = −mti, we obtain
the result
Theorem 4.5.2 ([AHK12]). Assume that all gains uti ∈ [−1, 1] and η ≤ 12 , and the algorithm is run










∣∣uti∣∣− log nη ∀i (4.5.2)
The set covering algorithm 1, specifically the steps in which a weight update is actually performed,
can be understood as a special case of the Multiplicative Weights algorithm with gains instead of
losses: every “decision” i is a range Ri ∈ R, and we update with η = 13 and uti = 1 ∀R ∈ Rxt
where xt is a point not covered in step t, and uti = −1 otherwise to double the weight of ranges in
Rxt relative to all others.
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Assuming that for all points x the size of their dual range |Rx| ≥ D ∈ N, at least D points will

























− 3 |R| log |R|, (4.5.4)
where the second inequality is obtained by summing over all ranges Ri.














−ptj ≤ ε− (1− ε) = 2ε− 1 ∀t (4.5.5)
and thus
T |R| (2ε− 1) ≥ T [2D − 4
3
|R|]− 3 |R| log |R| (4.5.6)
T
[




≤ 3 |R| log |R| (4.5.7)
However, since generally 13 |R|+ 2ε |R| will be much bigger than 2D, the prefactor of T will be
negative, and the bound is not very useful.
Alternatively, we can sum equation 4.5.4 not over all ranges, but over a subset {Ri∗} of size n∗
that we assume covers all points. Until all points are covered, at least one of these ranges will be













[+1 + (n∗ − 1)(−1)] = T [2− n∗], (4.5.8)






j ≥ T [2− n∗]− T
1
3
n∗ − 3n∗ log |R| (4.5.9)
T n∗(2ε− 1) ≥ T [2− 4
3
n∗]− 3n∗ log |R| (4.5.10)
3n∗ log |R| ≥ T [2− (1
3
+ 2ε)n∗] (4.5.11)
However, since 2− (13 + 2ε)n∗ will generally not be positive, this will again not result in a useful
upper bound for the number of steps T .
The given proof of the central theorem 4.5.1 follows the same basic idea as the proof of proposition
2.3.1 and theorem A.1.1, i.e. giving an upper bound to the factor by which the total weight grows in
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each step, and thus the total weight growth, and comparing this to the growth of an interesting subset
of ranges.
However, in the proof of theorem 4.5.1, several estimates are made that will not always be tight;
on the other hand, the main bounding estimate for Theorem A.1.1, given in equation 2.3.3, will be
close tight in a lot of cases: Every time the weight of a range is doubled the probability that it will
not be selected for the cover and have its weight doubled in the next step decreases, increasing the
probability of a periodic update of each optimal range, for which the estimate is tight.
Thus, while theorem 4.5.1 is formulated for and applicable in a much more general context, it is
not surprising that the results do not improve the bounds stated in Theorem A.1.1.
4.6 Comparison to Hough transformation
The main advantage of the RSC algorithm is that, while it is designed for the detection of parame-
terizable objects, no additional assumptions are made. In particular, not relying on connectivity as-
sumptions and providing the opportunity to incorporate greyscale values into parameter voting makes
it robust in the detection of noisy objects; this makes it comparable to the relatively slow but sta-
ble method of Hough transform [IK88]. Though originally conceived as a parameter voting method
for lines, it can be generalized to arbitrary parameterized shapes in a straightforward way – see e.g.
[Bal87]. For the RSC algorithm, the dual ranges (see definition 2.2.2) that define which parameters
an image point votes for (i.e. reweighs) are exactly the admissable parameters used in generalized
Hough voting. On the other hand, the choice of image points that contribute to voting for the RSC
algorithm is randomized and dependent on the current weights, while it is simply sequential for the
original Hough transform.
Several randomized versions of the Hough transform have been established ([KHXO95, KKA00,
WR02]).Since the RSC algorithm fundamentally is parameter voting on a randomized subset, the
Probabilistic Hough Transform ([KEB91]) is the most directly comparable to RSC. Although both
procedures are essentially parameter voting on a randomized set of data points, and many heuristic
refinements of the basic Hough algorithm have been developed in the past, the theoretical foundation
of the Randomized Set Covering Algorithm offers several advantages:
• The fact that the desired cardinality of the cover is an input parameter offers an intuitive way of
regulating quality versus run time.
• The theoretical limits on ε-net size, and thus achievable cover quality, are chosen for the case of
a uniform distribution, and are usually not exact in practice. However, they do supply a rough
idea of which quality of cover might be achieved in a certain geometric situation.
• Although theoretical limits for cover cardinality are not exact, condition (2.3.3), and thus en-
suring that condition (2.3.1) is satisfied in each update step, is close to a necessary condition
for ensuring that optimal ranges receive the most votes. Being able to ensure this via an easily-
checked condition is a big advantage compared to uncontrolled voting.
In practice, the probabilistic Hough transform performs far worse than the RSC scheme even for
simple problems; see the later section 7.2.4 for numerical results.
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Part II
Set Covering with a Gibbs Prior
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Chapter 5
Gibbs Point Process Model
5.1 Introduction and Overview
While the methods introduced in the previous section vary in their approach, they are all united in one
aspect: the segmentation produced relies either exclusively, or at least overwhelmingly, on image data.
Incorporation of prior knowledge of object behavior is either absent, or extremely simplified, like the
punishment of large overlap for the LP-based methods. In cases where image data is difficult or un-
reliable, but a priori knowledge can be obtained, e.g. because we need to segment several samples of
similar data, a natural refinement of a purely data-based method is to apply a Bayesian approach, i.e.
combine image data and a prior model to find the most likely segmentation. The goal of this section is
to introduce a model of object behavior that is simple enough to allow both repeated energy minimiza-
tion and the estimation of model parameters for 3D data with an acceptable amount of computational
expense, while being refined enough to approximate the pairwise behaviour of real physical objects –
see figure 5.1. We then show exactly how we can combine the iterative RSC approach with this model
in section 6.1, and demonstrate performance on self-generated, as well as real cell and fiber data sets
in sections 7.3, 9.1, and 9.2, respectively.
5.2 Basic Definitions: Point Processes
To establish a point process model of fiber, or more general object interaction, we first need a few
basic definitions for point processes. See e.g. [MW04] for further elaboration on the existence and
uniqueness of the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Point Process). A spatial point process is a random countable subset of a space S. We
restrict ourselves to real point processes, i.e. S ⊆ Rd, whose realizations x are locally finite, i.e.
|x ∩B| <∞ for any bounded set B.
Definition 2 (Intensity Function, Intensity Measure). Given S ⊆ Rd, an intensity function is a function
ρ : S → [0,∞) that is locally integrable, i.e. ∫B ρ(ξ)dξ <∞ for any bounded B ⊆ S.
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(a) Segmentation (b) Simulation 1
(c) Simulation 2 (d) Simulation 3
Figure 5.1: Segmentation of cell data; 3 samples of Gibbs point processes with the (estimatedly) same
clustering behaviour.
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ρ(ξ)dξ ∀B ⊆ S. (5.2.1)
Definition 3 (Poisson Point Process). A point process X on S is called a Poisson Point Process with
intensity function ρ / intensity measure µ if the following properties are satisfied:
• for any B ⊆ S with µ(B) < ∞, |X ∩B| ∼ po(µ(B)), the Poisson distribution with mean
µ(B).
• for any n ∈ N and B ⊆ S with 0 < µ(B) < ∞, conditional on |X ∩B| = n, |X ∩B| ∼
binom(B,n, f) with f(ξ) := ρ(ξ)/µ(B).
We then write X ∼ Poisson(S, ρ).
Definition 4 (Point Process Density). Given S ⊆ Rd, let Nlf be the space of locally finite point
configurations:
Nlf := {x ⊆ S : |x ∩B| <∞ for all bounded B ⊆ S} . (5.2.2)
If X1 and X2 are two point processes on S, then X1 is absolutely continuous with respect to X2 iff
P (X2 ∈ F ) = 0 ⇒ P (X2 ∈ F ) = 0 ∀ F ∈ Nlf . (5.2.3)
Equivalently, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists a function f : Nlf → [0,∞) so that
P (X1 ∈ F ) = E
[
1{X2∈F} f(X2)
] ∀ F ∈ Nlf . (5.2.4)
We call f a density for X1 with respect to X2.
In the following, unless specified otherwise, densities of a point process on S are defined relative
to the Poisson Point Process on S with intensity measure ρ ≡ 1.
5.3 Pairwise Interaction/Gibbs Point Processes
A multiscale process is the natural extension of a binary/hard-core process, i.e. one that simply pro-
hibits object distances below a minimal radius. Instead of assigning binary probabilities based on one
minimal distance, we assign non-binary probabilities based on several object interaction radii – see
figure 5.2.
A multiscale point process is a special case of a pairwise interaction point process, i.e. a point
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counts the number pairwise distances that fall into the discretized intervals [ri, ri+1). Although for-
mally, Gibbs point processes are a generalization of multiscale processes [Der17], we will somewhat
casually refer to this process as the Gibbs model.
Integrability is ensured [MW04, chapter 6.2] if either
(i) 0 < θ1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ2 ≤ 1, . . . , 0 ≤ θk ≤ 1, or
(ii) θ1 = 0 and θ2 ≥ 0, . . . , θk ≥ 0.
In the case of the modelling of physical objects, we can reasonably define a minimal distance, i.e.
satisfy θ1 = 0 in our model. We thus choose the otherwise less restrictive condition (ii) and write our
density in the equivalent form





(a) ζ1 (b) ζ2 (c) ζ3
Figure 5.2: Multiscale processes assign probabilities are based on the discretized pairwise distance of
points. Depending on which domain the relative position of two points falls in, we assign a probability
using different parameters ζi to the pair. A hard-core process corresponds to ζ1 = −∞.
5.4 Gibbs Model for Fiber Data
Multiscale processes are usually defined based on the discretization of one pairwise object distance.
We refine this definition to model fiber data: In a pattern that is generated from a physical flow
through a constricted space, we expect objects of close distance to have a similar orientation as well.
Intuitively, the probability of a configuration should rely not only on the distance of two fibers, but
also their relative orientation.
We thus rewrite our model to define interaction based on two distances d1 and d2; For our purposes,
d1(xk, xl) will be the distance of the two line segments that are the middle-axis of the two cylinders
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Figure 5.3: Flow: Similar orientation for close fibers (simulation)
xk and xl; meanwhile d2 will be the distance of normed orientation vectors modulo reflection. For
details on d1 see the subsection 5.4.1. For our two-dimensional model, we redefine our Interaction
Function Φ as a two-dimensional step function of the two distances d1 and d2 with steps of height ζij








Φ(d1(xk, xl), d2(xk, xl)) (5.4.2)




Although multiscale processes are usually defined based on the single Euclidean distance, the
properties that are critical for the methods used in later sections remain for the modified model: well-
definedness and applicability of the DCFTP method (5.5.2) are guaranteed for locally stable processes
– see [MW04, chapter 6.2] and [KM00], respectively. Local stability is ensured for a standard multi-
scale process with a minimal distance because f(x) will be 0 if n(x) > n0 for some n0 – see [MW04,
chapter 6.2]. The same will be true, however, if we define a minimal distance for a distance d1 that
is smaller or equal to a Euclidean distance – like the distance between line segments, which is always
smaller or equal to the distance of their middle points. Applicability of the Monte Carlo root-finding
method in subsection 5.6.2 is based on the density being in the form of an exponential family, which
it still is. We only need to exercise caution when using a smoothing prior for the method. See the
subsection 5.6.2 for details.
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5.4.1 Distance between two Cylinders
Let V ⊂ R3 be a finite volume. Let S3+ denote elements of the 3-sphere for which the first coordinate
is positive.
Let (~x, ~o, L) be the parametrization of a cylinder by its central point ~x ∈ V , its orientation ~o ∈ S3+
and length L ∈ R+. Note that the orientation of a cylinder is only defined up to reflection across its
central point, which is why we restrict to unit vectors with a positive first component.
We can calculate the difference of orientations of two cylindrical candidates in a straightforward
way as the angle between the vectors defining their orientation:
M2
(




0.5 ∗ ‖~o− ~o′‖
)
. (5.4.4)
Since we will exclusively be looking at cases in which the length of a cylinder will be much larger
than its radius, a good approximation for cylinder distance will be the distance between the two line
segments that form their central axes, denoted here by
M1
(
(~x, ~o, L), (~x′, ~o′, L′)
)
. (5.4.5)
5.4.2 Distance between two Line Segments
See e.g.[SE02]. To calculate the distance between two line segments, we will first calculate the dis-
tance dist(s, ~p) between a line segment s and a point ~p, which we will need several times below. So
let
s := ~x+ l ~o l ∈ [0, L] (5.4.6)
be the central line segment of the cylinder defined by (~x, ~o, L). Given a point ~p we can solve
~x+ l0 ~o+ r0~u = ~p (5.4.7)
〈~u, ~o〉 = 0 (5.4.8)
‖~u‖ = 1 (5.4.9)
to find the point ~x+ l0 ~o closest to ~p on the full line that extends the line segment s. If l0 ∈ [0, L], this
point is on the line segment, and
dist(s, ~p) = ‖~x+ l0 ~o− ~p‖ := r0. (5.4.10)
If l0 ∈ (−∞, 0), the closest point in s to p is the starting point ~x and
dist(s, ~p) = ‖~x− ~p‖ . (5.4.11)
If l0 ∈ (L,∞), the closest point in s to p is the end point ~x+ L~o and
dist(s, ~p) = ‖~x+ L~o− ~p‖ . (5.4.12)
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Now to calculate the distance between two line segments s1 and s2, define
s1 := ~x+ l ~o l ∈ [0, L] (5.4.13)
s2 := ~x′ +m ~o′ m ∈ [0, L′]. (5.4.14)
We again assume without loss of generality that the directional vectors ~o, ~o′ and later ~u are unit vectors,
and that 〈~o, ~o′〉 ≥ 0.
If the line segments are parallel, i.e. ~o′ = ~o, solve
~x+ l0 ~o+ r0~u = ~x′ (5.4.15)
〈~u, ~o〉 = 0 (5.4.16)
‖~u‖ = 1 (5.4.17)
to find a point in the line extension of line segment s1 closest to the starting point ~x′ of line segment
2.
If l0 ∈ [0, L], these are also a pair of closest line segment points, and the distance is r0.
Otherwise, if l0 ∈ (L,∞), we know that the whole line segment s2 lies “above” line segment s1,
meaning
〈~p, ~u〉 ≤ 〈~q, ~u〉 ∀p ∈ s1, q ∈ s2, (5.4.18)
and the distance between the line segments is the distance of the end point of s1 and the starting point
of s2, namely
∥∥∥~x+ L~o− ~x′∥∥∥.
If l0 ∈ (−∞, 0), we know that the starting point ~x′ of s2 lies “below” line segment s1, implying
that either all of s1 lies “above” s2, or the closest point to ~x in the line extension of s2 lies in the line
segment s2. In both cases, the distance of the line segments is given by dist(s2, ~x).
If they are not parallel, the first problem is finding the two closest points of the line extensions of
the line segments.
To accomplish this, solve
〈~u, ~o〉 = 0 (5.4.19)
〈~u, ~o′〉 = 0 (5.4.20)
‖u‖ = 1 (5.4.21)
for a ~u ∈ S3 that is orthogonal to both line segments, then solve
~x+ l0~o+ r0 ~u = ~x′ +m0 ~o′ (5.4.22)
to get the parameters l0 and m0 of closest line points and the distance r0 of the two lines.
If both l0 ∈ [0, L] and m0 ∈ [0, L′], then r0 is also the distance of line segments.
If exactly one parameter is not within limits, e.g. l0 ∈ [0, L] but m0 < 0, the distance of line
segments will be the distance of the line point closest to the calculated parameter, in this case ~q =
~x′ +m1 ~o′ with m1 = 0, and the other line.
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If both parameters are out of limits, e.g. l0 > L and m0 < 0, again choose the parameters closest
to the optimal ones, here l1 = L and m1 = 0, and calculate distance to the other line segment for both
corresponding points. The distance of the two line segments will then be the minimum of these two
distances.
5.5 Simulation
5.5.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods of simulation can be implemented in a straightforward and effi-
cient way. Their main drawback is that they do not sample from a density directly, but rather approach
it starting from a (usually) uniform distribution. The number of steps until the target distribution is
approached sufficiently, usually referred to as “burn-in”, can generally only be determined empirically
in practice.
Algorithm 9: Point Process MCMC
Input: process space S, number of points n, number of steps T
Output: realization x1, . . . , xn.
begin
Set t=0
Sample x = {x1, . . . , xn} where each xj is i.i.d. uniformly in S
while t < T do
t← t+ 1
Sample i ∈ {1, . . . , n} uniformly
Sample a uniformly ∼ U [0, 1]
Sample a point zi from a uniform distribution in S and define z = (x \ {xi}) ∪ {zi}








5.5.2 Perfect Sampling: Dominated Coupling from the Past Algorithm (DCFTP)
In contrast to an MCMC approximation, DCFTP guarantees an exact sample from a distribution, but is
significantly more computationally expensive. The DCFTP method described in this section is based
directly on [BM03, KM00], but slightly modified to use two point distances instead of one.
We first generate a dominating Markov chain Di, i = 0,−1,−2, . . . in the following way:
Let νβ denote the hom. Poisson point process on S with rate β > 0. Then D0 ∼ νβ . For every
subsequent step i:
• with probability β/(β+n(Di)) make a “birth”: Di−1 = Di∪{ηi}where ηi is chosen uniformly
in S
• else make a “death”: Drawn ξi uniformly from Di and set Di−1 = Di \ {ξi}.
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For every step j of the dominating chain Di we generate an upper process Uj and lower process Lij :
Initially set U jj = Dj and L
j
j = ∅. For i = j + 1, . . . , 0:
• Death, i.e. Di = Di−1 \ {ηi}
⇒ U ji = U ji−1 \ {ηi} and Lji = Lji−1 \ {ηi}
• Birth, i.e. Di = Di−1 ∪ {ξi}
⇒ U ji =
{
U ji−1 ∪ {ξi} if Mi ≤
∏





Lji−1 ∪ {ξi} if Mi ≤
∏













T := inf{−jk : U jk0 = Ljk0 } (5.5.5)
Then
U−T0 ∼ fβ,Φ (5.5.6)
In total:
• Generate D0 ∼ νβ and keep backwards generating Di until you reach the time Tmin where no
original point of D0 is left.
• Then repeat for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . until U jk0 = Ljk0 :
(i) Generate backwards Djk−1−1, . . . , Djk and generate the associated Mi for deaths
(ii) Generate forwards (U jkjk , L
jk
jk
), . . . , (U jk0 , L
jk
0 )
• Return U−T ∼ fβ,Φ
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5.6 Estimation of Model Parameters
5.6.1 Use of Summary Statistics
Looking back at equation 5.3.4 ff., to determine a Gibbs model from data we need to estimate the
interaction intervals [ri, ri+1) as well as the interaction strength parameters ζi. [BM03] presented
an approach to estimate both simultaneously – however, in practice the estimation of only the values
of ζi tends to be slow to converge and computationally taxing, particularly for 3D data. We thus
forego the estimation of interaction intervals, instead use summary statistics to visually determine
distinct changes in attractive or repulsive behaviour depending on interaction radius, set interaction
intervals manually. Summary statistics are a common tool to detect anomalous spatial behavior in
point processes [RRSS17] – see e.g. [MW04, LB96, GDGF10] for an introduction.
Figure 5.4: K and L summary statistics of an approximate segmentation of 74 cells; gray envelopes
produced by 20 simulations






1(d(xi, xj) ≤ r)eij (5.6.1)
where |W | is the area (or volume) of the observation window eij is an edge correction factor, for which
we use the standard Ripley’s isotropic edge correction, see [Rip91]. The theoretical value of the K
function isK(r) = pir2 ( 4/3pir3 in 3D) for a (homogeneous) Poisson process [MW04, Definition 4.4
ff.]. Although the information given by the statistic is usually seen as only a partial examination of the
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underlying process, there are exceptions – for example [DGS87] derive a nonparametric estimator of
an interaction function directly from the K-statistic.













has a theoretical value of L(r) = r in this case. To compare the behavior of a point process sample
to that of a completely random Poisson process, it is common practice to plot the estimated K or L
function of a sample of data points against both the theoretical values of the functions, as well as an en-
velope confined by their extreme values on a fixed number of Poisson point process samples [MW04,
chapter 4.3.4.]. See figure 5.4 for a graphical example, produced from apporimately segmented cell
data. The implementation used is the R spatstat package, see [BRT15].
5.6.2 Monte Carlo Root-finding
Assume that both for a given sample and in later uses for segmentation, the cardinality n(x) of a re-
alizations is fixed; We can thus for the purposes of segmentation and interaction parameter estimation
simplify equation 5.4.1 by setting n(x) ≡ n∗. As a consequence, we can further set β = 1 without
loss of generality, integrating it into a single scaling factor cβ,ζ = cζ .
Understanding ζij as a vector with two indices in a slight abuse of notation, we can then express








1[ri,ri+1)(d1(xk, xl)) 1[si,si+1)(d2(xk, xl)) (5.6.5)
l(ζ, x) = log(fΦ(x)) = Uζ(x)− log cζ = 〈ζ, y(x)〉 − log cζ (5.6.6)
(5.6.7)
Here l(ζ, x) is the log-likelihood, ζij are the natural parameters; y(x) is the natural sufficient
statistic, and F (ζ) = log cζ is the log-normalizer. By the properties of exponential families [NG09],
we know that
Eζ [y] = ∇F (ζ) (5.6.8)
varζ [y] = ∇2F (ζ). (5.6.9)
Consequently, for a fixed value of x we can express the derivatives of the log-likelihood as
g(ζ) := ∇l(ζ) = y(x)− Eζ [y] (5.6.10)
H(ζ) := ∇T g(ζ) = −varζ [y]. (5.6.11)
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Using a regular Gauss-Newton algorithm to maximize the maximum likelihood requires an update of
the form
ζk+1 = ζk −H(ζk)−1g(ζk) (5.6.12)
for a given parameter value ζk.
We can replace Hessian and gradient if we know the expected values and variance of the sufficient
statistic y via 5.6.10 and 5.6.11. However, since we will usually be unable to calculate these values
explicitly, we replace them with empirical approximations generated via a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation (see 9 or e.g. [MW04, chapter 7]):
gˆ(ζk) = y(x)− y (5.6.13)
Hˆ(ζk) = −Sy. (5.6.14)
With a way to approximate gradient and Hessian of the target function, we can in principle use
any gradient-based optmization method. We follow the example of [HP99] and use a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm [Mar63] in combination with these MCMC approximations, resulting in updates
of the form
ζk+1 = ζk − Hˆλ(ζk)−1gˆ(ζk), (5.6.15)
where Hλ is the result of multiplying the diagonal elements of the approximate Hessian Hˆ(ζk) with
a stabilizing factor of 1 + λ; λ starts at a fixed value λ0 and gets multiplied (divided) by a factor of µ






The idea behind, and advantage of, the use of this stabilizing factor in Levenberg-Marquardt is the
dynamic interpolation between the faster Gauss-Newton and the more stable gradient descent, see
also [Avr03] for details.
5.6.3 Smoothing Prior
One potential drawback of the Monte Carlo root-finding method is that depending on the discretiza-
tion of distances, the number of points interacting in a specific way may be small, leading to small,
highly varying entries of the sufficient statistic yij(x). [HP99] combat this problem with a Bayesian
approach: We can introduce a smoothing prior pi(x) to give a bias towards similar values for close
intervals, leading to a modified log-likelihood l(ζ, x) + log pi(x)with a gradient and Hessian of
g(ζ) := ∇ log pi(x) + y(x)− Eζ [y] (5.6.17)
H(ζ) := ∇T∇ log pi(x)− varζ [y]. (5.6.18)
In [HP99],the smoothing prior for the one-dimensional case was chosen in the following way:
Yi
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In a similar manner, we define
Xi
i.i.d.∼ N (0, σ1i ) (5.6.21)
Yi,j








In some cases, e.g. if we anticipate the interaction function to be minimal for small values and
close to one for large, it may make sense to choose means that are not zero, but gradually increasing
or decreasing.
One may wonder why theXi are chosen independently of j. However, if we assume that this were
not the case, consistency dictates that:
ζ(i−1),(j−1) = ζi,(j−1) +X(i−1),(j−1) = ζi,j +X(i−1),(j−1) + Yi,(j−1) (5.6.24)
ζ(i−1),(j−1) = ζ(i−1),j + Y(i−1),(j−1) = ζi,j +X(i−1),j + Y(i−1),(j−1) (5.6.25)
X(i−1),(j−1) + Yi,(j−1) = X(i−1),j + Y(i−1),(j−1) (5.6.26)
X(i−1),(j−1) = X(i−1),j + Y(i−1),(j−1) − Yi,(j−1). (5.6.27)
Inductively, all Xi,j are a function of Xi,p =: Xi and {Yi,j : j = 1, . . . , q}, meaning only one family
of variables may depend on both i and j.
In practice, the optimal use and strength of a smoothing prior obviously depends on the ques-
tion to which degree the assumption of a smooth transition between values of ζij actually applies. In
general, the higher the number of data points, the finer the discretization that can be meaningfully es-
timated (i.e. for which each component of sufficient statistic l(ζ, x) is adequately large), and the more
likely the assumption of smoothness is justified. Sensible values of σij will however still obviously
depend on the specific metric(s) measuring interaction and the specific discretization, and have to be
determined empirically from case to case.
5.6.4 Restricting Parameters and Starting Values
In practice, one significant problem, or at least pitfall, in applying Monte Carlo root-finding, or indeed
any gradient-based method with a merit function based on the sufficient statistic y, are the linear
dependencies of its values that are present by its definition:
Lemma 5.6.1. If X1, . . . , Xn are linearly dependent, the determinant of their covariance matrix is
zero.
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Then










implying that the last row (column) of the joint covariance matrix is linearly dependent on the other
rows (columns), and its determinant is zero.
The entries of the sufficient statistic y are oviously linearly dependent via
∑
yi = n(x)(n(x) −
1)/2, the number of pairs of points in x, being constant. This implies together with lemma 5.6.1 that
without restricting the optimization parameters, varζ [y] is generally not invertible. The same is true if
the covariance matrix includes any yi that is constant – like values corresponding to distance intervals
below the minimal distance. Any gradient based method should thus be restricted to a subset of {ζi},
using the corresponding submatrix of Sy and subvector of y for parameter updates.
To determine starting value of ζ0, [HP99] follow the somewhat intuitive idea of using a normal-












pi(r2i − r2i−1). (5.6.31)
Here, ν(E) is the measure of the area in which the point process is located, and we write division
of two vectors with the meaning of element-wise division. When using a single Euclidean distance
measure d1, the values of Ki correspond exaclty to the expected value E[yi(x)] where x is a Poisson
point process. To apply a similar idea when using two non-Euclidean distance measures, we instead










where y is the average sufficient statistic over a Poisson-distributed MCMC chain, and a is a nor-
malizing factor chosen purely for numerical convenience to limit the initial impact of outliers in the
implementation.
5.6.5 Stabilizing the MCMC-based Gradient
Another potential problem in using Monte Carlo root-finding in practice is that the variance of Gibbs
point processes, in particular those showing attractive patterns, can be extremely high: We have found
that MCMC chains of attractive point processes tend to exhibit two distinct, binary states: A “spread”
pattern in which points of a realization are distributed relatively evenly over the available space, and
a “clustered” pattern in which enough points have banded together that any new random point in
the Markov chain that is not within the cluster is assigned a low probability through the interaction
function – see figure 5.5; If a process is either repulsive or strongly attractive, it will stably converge to
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a spread or clustered pattern, respectively. However for mildly attractive processes, changes between
the patterns do occur, but with a very low probability. This means that the natural sufficient statistic
y(xk) of the entries in the Markov chain can remain relatively stable for several hundred thousand
steps or more before a switch occurs, and its values are again stable, but completely different, for a
long time. As a result, the entries of y can empirically vary by 100% or more even when averaging over
several million steps. This obviously leads to difficulties when trying to converge to a local minimum
following a gradient that is estimated via from the Markov chain; in a naive implementation, pure
random fluctuation quickly overpowers the influence of the current parameter ζ.
(a) “spread” pattern,
y = (0, 8.69, 13.86, 22.14, . . .)
(b) “spread” pattern,
y = (0, 8.65, 13.81, 22.14, . . .)
(c) “clustered” pattern,
y = (0, 57.99, 33.53, 22.70, . . .)
Figure 5.5: “Spread” and “clustered” realizations of three MCMC chains after 106 steps, sufficient
statistic y averaged over each chain. Despite the use of same parameter value ζ for all chains, the
average y is wildly different for the two types of pattern.
To allow a stable convergence in a computationally feasible scope, we modify the Monte Carlo
root-finding method in later applications: Instead of estimatingEζ [y] and varζ [y] from a single Markov
Chain, we average over 400 relatively short Markov chains of 10.000 steps each. To compensate for
the shorter chain length, we do not initialize with a uniformly distributed (Poisson) point pattern, but
always with the same point pattern – namely the data x from which we wish to estimate – and use
no burn-in period. Ideally, i.e. if x is indeed a realization of a Gibbs density with the current value
of ζ, then we initialized the chain with a realization of the stationary distribution, making a burn-in
unnecessary. In any other situation the chain will not necessarily reach its stationary distribution after
10.000 steps, meaning the estimations of Eζ [y] and varζ [y] will not necessarily be close to their true
values; however we found that empirically, divergence from the initialization is large enough to make
a gradient-based approach feasible, while estimated values of the gradient and Hessian are stabilized
enough so that random effects do not overpower the influence of the current choice of parameter ζ
until it is close to its optimal value.
Chapter 6
Model-based Randomized Set Cover
6.1 Combining Gibbs Model and RSC
Recall that our overall aim is to find a subset of some given discrete segmentation candidates that
best fits our model of object interaction. To minimize a Gibbs energy (or, equivalently, maximize a
log-likelihood) on a discrete set of candidates {xi}, we need to find a binary vector zi that minimizes
U({xi}) := zᵀΘ({xi})z, (6.1.1)




ζij1[ri,ri+1)(d1(xk, xl))1[sj ,sj+1)(d2(xk, xl)). (6.1.2)
In any application that concerns segmentation of image data, we obviously want to incorporate
how well each segmentation candidate fits not only the model of interaction, but the image as well; we
can achieve this with the introduction of a “data term” dk weighing each single candidate, resulting in
a quadratic program in the standard form of
U({xi}) := dᵀz + zᵀΘz. (6.1.3)
In any application on larger data, a global optimization over all segmentation candidates will
generally not be feasible by the size of Θ alone. One obvious solution is to use the same idea as
the Randomized Set Cover approach, restricting our optimization to repetitions over small, random
subsets. At the same time, we know that the RSC algorithm assigns a probability pk to each candidate,
and updates them in such a way that the probability of optimal candidates increases in the long run
(see section 2.3). We can thus forego a case-specific, manual design of a data term, and instead use
the updating RSC probabilities pk as the singular term for our quadratic optimization as well. Because
the RSC updates are exponential in the number of steps, we use a log scaling for the optimization:
dk := − log pk. (6.1.4)
Specifically, there are two obvious approaches to combining the stepwise RSC probability update
with an energy minimization: one for which in each step we draw a random sample of candidates
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that we use as input for both the the RSC update and the energy minimization, and one for which we
update sampling probabilities after energy minimization, using all points that are not covered by the
resulting minimizer, rather than the input. We will call these MRSCa and MRSCb, respectively – see
algorithm 10 and algorithm 11. The RSC update shifts weight to points that are difficult to cover with
the current input; conceptually, we either find the solution to the original minimal set covering problem
that best fits our interaction model (a), or try to solve a set covering problem with additional constraints
(b). See figure 6.3 for an example of interaction-based segmentation: A dataset was sampled from a
density that penalizes significantly different orientations for close cylinders. These cylinders where
then segmented three times using MRSCb and a penalty for the same class of cylinders that was either
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Algorithm 10: Model-Based Set Covering (a)
Sample C ⊃ C(0) ∼ µ0
while ∃ p ∈ P \⋃ Cn do
Sample a new set of candidates N(n) ∼ µn
Combine with old optimum: C(n) = N(n) ∪ C∗(n−1)
Minimize energy: C∗(n) = argmin
X⊆C(n)
U(X)
Update µn using the set cover probability update 12 with candidates C(n)
return C∗(nmax)
Algorithm 11: Model-Based Set Covering (b)
Set C∗0 = ∅.
while ∃ p ∈ P \⋃ C∗n do
Sample a new set of candidates N(n) ∼ µn
Combine with old optimum: C(n) = N(n) ∪ C∗(n−1)
Minimize energy: C∗(n) = argmin
X⊆C(n)
U(X)
Update µn using the set cover probability update 12 with candidates C∗(n)
return C∗(nmax)
Algorithm 12: RSC Probability Update
Input: Set of image points P ,
collection of candidates Cn,
a distribution µn(c),
parameter ε
Output: new distribution µ(n+1)(c)
begin
set P c = P \
⋃ Cn
if P c 6= ∅ then
pick any point p ∈ P c
if µn(Cp) < ε then
ω(n+1)(c)←− 2µn(c), ∀c ∈ Cp
ω(n+1)(c)←− µn(c), ∀c /∈ Cp
Normalize: µ(n+1)(c)←− ω(n+1)(c)∑
c′ ω(n+1)(c′)
, ∀ c ∈ C
else
µ(n+1) ←− µ(n)
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(a) Data simulated with strong in-
teraction
(b) Cover, no interaction (c) Cover, weak interaction (d) Cover, strong interaction
(e) No interaction (f) Weak interaction (g) Strong interaction
(h) No interaction (i) Weak interaction (j) Strong interaction
Figure 6.3: Graphical Example
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6.2 Convergence
The difficulty of proving convergence is strongly dependent on which variant of the algorithm we
observe. For MRSCa – algorithm 10 – the RSC update, and thus the part of the algorithm that is
critical for convergence, is independent of the energy minimization, and we can re-use former results
in a relatively straightforward way:
Proposition 6.2.1. LetR∗ = {R∗1, . . . , R∗n∗} be a minimal set cover of size n∗.
If the drawn sample N(n) is a ε-net with prbability q > 0, then algorithm 10 must terminate after
a finite number of steps.
Proof. Algorithm MRSCa terminates exactly when the RSC algorithm terminates, i.e. when the ran-
domly drawn sample N(n) is a full cover. Since its probability update does not depend on the result of
the energy minimization, we can closely follow the proof of proposition 2.3.1 proving convergence of
the original set covering algorithm.
Assume ε = 2
1
an∗ −1 for some a > 1. Further assume in each step we can find a point p that is not
covered by a drawn sampleN(n) and satisfies µn(Cp) < ε, which will be true in particular if the sample
is an ε-net, but not (yet) a full cover. Following the proof of the proposition 2.3.1, especially equations
2.3.3 and 2.3.4, we then know that in each Set Cover probability update the weight of the optimal
subsetR∗ must grow faster than the weight of the whole range spaceR, leading to a contradiction in
a finite number of steps.
Note that as for the original RSC algorithm we can usually ensure that a drawn sample is an ε-net
with relative ease – i.e. by random sampling a sufficient number of candidates via theorem 2.2.1.
For MRSCb – algorithm 11 – we cannot use a similar proof for two reasons: First, the local energy
minimizer will not always be an ε-net. We can easily choose an interaction energy in such a way
that any local minimum cannot contain more than one element, which will not be an ε-net for almost
any range space. We can circumvent this problem as we we did when using the RSC algorithm with
sample sizes that are smaller than theoretical limits – by empirically checking that an ε-light dual
range for an update can be found in a sufficient percentage of steps.
The second problem is that even if the total relative weight of an optimal cover grows in each
step, we cannot necessarily guarantee that it will selected as an energy minimum. However, if the










j )) = 0, (6.2.1)
we can plausibly assume it is an increasingly likely energy minimizer: We know that the total weight of
a set of optimal (minimally covering) ranges grows; If the asymptotic behavior of each single optimal
range is not different from the total weight of optimal ranges, their data term becomes asymptotically
large enough relative to other candidates that it is an increasingly likely part of the energy minimizer.
The tendency of the RSC update to increase the weight of unlikely candidates, and decrease that of
likely ones, seems to make a similar asymptotic behavior likely; however, since transitional probabil-
ities for each update step depend on the specific local geometry of a given problem, any statements
about local rather than global probabilities in weight update schemes seem to be beyond the current
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state of the art. We thus restrict ourselves to empirically checking for ε-light dual ranges and conver-
gence to an optimum.
6.3 Data Term Scaling
Even if we can ensure that a minimization of the energy 6.1.3 converges to a solution of optimal can-
didates asymptotically, in any application we will want to scale data and interaction term to get a set of
minimizing candidates of a reasonable cardinality from the start, and in as many of the following steps
as possible: if the penalties of the interaction term are very low compared to the data term, leading to a
minimizer of large cardinality, the difference to a standard RSC algorithm may be negligible. One the
other hand, if the penalties of the interaction term are very high compared to the data term, this will
result in a minimizer of very low cardinality, leading to suboptimal partial covers for both algorithms
– as well as possibly making it very difficult to update probabilities for MRSCb, since we need to find
a point in the complement of the small minimizer that satisfies µn(Rp) < ε, i.e. is globally covered
with low probability.
Thus, in any later applications we define admissable minimal and maximal solution cardinalities
kmin and kmax and use a modified data term of the form







λ is a scaling factor that gets increased (decreased) in each step if the cardinality of the energy
minimizer falls below the minimal (above the maximal) solution cardinality until we find a suitable
value via binary search. We additionally normalize the minimum data term of each set of random
candidates to zero to increase stability. Note that this does not influence convergence, since any range





Evaluation on Synthetic Data
In our empirical evaluation of the previously introduced segmentation methods, we first compare
performance on synthetic data for which we know ground truth. We distinguish approaches without
an underlying model as discussed in part I of this thesis, which we compare on a relatively basic data
set in section 7.2, and approaches that combine RSC with an underlying Gibbs energy as introduced
in part II, which we compare on a noisy data set in section 7.3.
7.1 Range and Parameter Structure and Set Up
In the following chapter, the focus will be on cyclic (2D) or cylindrical (3D) ranges; we will assume a
fixed radius for both of these. Thus, the space of possible ranges will generally be of the form
{Possible center points, i.e. image dimensions/voxels(2D/3D)}×
{directions we wish to distinguish (2D)}×
{cylinder lengths/circle radii we wish to distinguish}
or some subset thereof.
Cylinder lengths or circle radii will generally be uniformly discretized on an interval [clmin, clmax];
To ensure a uniform distribution of directions in 3D, directions will be discretized on a geodesic
grid – see figure 7.1.
The construction of the geodesic grid as a subdivision of an icosahedron limits the possible number
of distinct directions to
10 ∗ 4k + 2, k ∈ N (7.1.1)
on a sphere. Since direction of a cylinder is only defined up to reflection in its center point, we need
only distinguish directions on a semi-sphere, limiting us to
2k+1 + 5 ∗ 4k + 1 (7.1.2)
distinct directions. Note that we get slightly more than half the directions on a sphere due to wanting
to include the whole “equator” of the sphere for numerical convenience. We choose k = 3 for a total
of 337 directions on the semi-sphere in later applications.
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Figure 7.1: Geodesic Grid on a sphere
7.1.1 Area Bias
If we want to solve a minimal set cover problem for candidates of varying area, in particular if we want
to use our solution as a segmentation, intuitively we wish to use a cover that consists of candidates
that are both as few as possible and each as small as posssible – covering two small objects with one
large is intuitively not a better fit.
However in the standard formulation of a minimal set cover problem, i.e. if we simply want to
minimize the cardinality of a full cover, a larger set will always be a better solution than any of its
subsets, as it obviously covers more points. This is reflected by the fact that for the RSC algorithm
1, the weight of a set will be doubled as least as many times as that of any of its subsets, and starting
with uniform weights for any R′ ⊃ R we know that ω(R′) ≥ ω(R) in all steps; thus, in any later
application we need to introduce a bias to ensure that in the long run larger candidates will only be
chosen for a cover by the RSC algorithm if they truly cover more image points.




n(p), where n(p) is the number of times each point p has been chosen for a weight




≈ 2 nP (|R′|−|R|) (7.1.3)
where |R| is the number of image points R covers, and P is the number of all points – in each
sequence of updating all points, R′ will be updated (|R′| − |R|) times more. We thus modify our
starting probabilities introduce with an area bias of the form ∼ m−|A|, where |A| is the area of a
candidate; The specific best value of m is chosen heuristically in applications, though equation (7.1.3)
may serve for orientation.
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7.2 RSC Approaches without an underlying Model
Figure 7.2: Data Set used to compare non-model versions of the RSC algorithm
We will first evaluate the approaches that do not use an underlying point process model as pre-
sented in part I of this dissertation. We choose a synthetic data volume of size 503 filled with kopt = 60
cylinders – see figure 7.2. The cardinality of the intended cover will be an input variable, as it is the
main regulator in the trade-off of cover cardinality versus run time. To reduce randomness of results
and calculating times, cylinder lengths will be fixed at seven pixels.
For each cover cardinality n, the mean over 10 repetitions will be taken to reduce randomness. We
list the time taken by the algorithms, the total number of steps, the percentage of steps in which weights
were updated (i.e. the ε-net condition was satisfied), as well as the cover cardinality after a greedy
postprocessing (see section 4.1). We present values for the orgininal RSC algorithm 1, two versions
of our parallelized approach presented in section 3.1, an example of the hierarchical approach from
section 3.2, a well as an evaluation of a probabilistic Hough transform – see section 4.6. Figure 7.3
depicts an overall graphical comparison of produced cover cardinality vs running time. The following
subsections contains a more detailed discussion of each method.
7.2.1 RSC Algorithm
Orignal RSC as defined in algorithm 1 serves as a baseline.
Ranges used 701 561 422 279
Time taken (s) 1031 1187 1258 2211
Steps taken 1081 1141 1234 1522
Percentage of update steps 99.9 99.8 99.1 91.6
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 68.9 65.9 63.7 60.6
Table 7.1: Performance of the (B/G) RSC algorithm
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Figure 7.3: Graphical Performance Comparison: Cardinality of the cover result (y) against time taken
(x), log-log-scaling (natural log). Depicted are the RSC algorithm (RSC), the approach using paral-
lelized weight updates on a grid(PWU), the approach using parallelized weight updates on a random
grid (randPWU), a hierarchical RSC approach (Hierarch) and a probabilistic Hough transform with
the same number of weight updates as the RSC algorithm (Hough). The data point (6.26,6.80) of the
Hough transform was not depicted, as it is too much of a (negative) outlier.
7.2.2 Parallelized Weight Updates
As discussed in section 3.1. Two different versions are examined: In the first version, the order in
which the different grids are checked for non-emptiness is fixed: As long as there exists a point that
is not covered in the first grid, we update only points in the first grid, then the next, and so forth. In
the second version of the PWU algorithm, choice of update points, and by extension grid, is random.
Below are the values for both versions in this order.
Ranges used 701 561 422 279
Time taken (s) 401 449 586 1958
Steps taken 390 460 630 2066
Percentage of update steps 99.2 95.6 81.8 31.9
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 63.3 62.5 61.5 60.7
Table 7.2: Performance of the parallelized approach, updates on the first possible grid
As we can see, both versions are considerably faster and even supply a better quality of cover
(lower cardinality) than the standard algorithm. However, the first version’s tendency to pick the same
points for weight-updating lowers the percentage of steps in which a point is chosen that is not already
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Ranges used 701 561 422 279
Time taken (s) 228 223 238 352
Steps taken 223 232 255 361
Percentage of update steps 100.0 99.83 98.4 85.15
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 66.5 64.8 63.9 61.4
Table 7.3: Performance of the parallelized approach, updates on a random grid
covered with a probability of more than ε. The second version is better in every aspect, especially
considering that using 279 ranges it is still faster than the first using 422, while providing a slightly
better quality. Thus, use of random grid points will be our standard way of applying PWU for further
applications.
7.2.3 Hierarchical RSC
As discussed in section 3.2. We first generate an approximate cover using candidates that are cladd = 6
pixels longer than the ground truth objects, then in a second phase use RSC again to find a solution
using all candidates of the correct length that are subsets of the first cover.
Ranges used 701 561 422 279
Total time taken (s) 842 851 963 1149
Time taken in first phase (s) 835 843 955 1092
Time taken in second phase (s) 7.3 7.9 8.1 56.9
Steps taken in first phase 782 835 956 1135
Steps taken in second phase 896 1139 1312 10867
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 120.9 109.6 98.1 91.9
Table 7.4: Performance of a Hierarchical RSC approach
Compared to the values of the original RSC algorithm, we can see the expected trade of running
times for quality: While running times show an improvement over those of the original algorithm
that is increasingly significant the longer both algorithms run, ranging up to a halved running time
for the slowest version, the cardinality needed for a full cover via a greedy postprocessing is also
shows an increase between about 100% for the fastest, and 50% for the slowest version. It is clearly
most advantageous to use Hierarchical Set Covering when trying to solve a set cover problem using a
comparatively small number of ranges, however even then the faster running times may not be worth
the loss in quality.
7.2.4 Hough Transform
As discussed in section 4.6. Due to the form of its parameter updates, i.e. reweighting all parame-
ters within the dual range of a point, the RSC algorithm can be seen as a variant of the generalized
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Hough transform that uses randomized updates on a small subset instead of sequential updates on
all image points. This makes the Probabilistic Hough Transform the most comparable version of the
classical Hough transform; we compare the RSC algorithm to two versions of the Hough transform –
a probabilistic Hough transform that performs the same number of steps/weight updates as the RSC
algorithm, and the classical Hough transform that performs a step/weight update for each point of the
image, which will usually be considerably more.
Ranges used in original algorithm 701 561 422 279
Total time taken (s) 527 546 560 548
Percentage of points covered 98.4 97.1 96.0 92.2
Ranges needed for total cover 3869 3884 3974 3891
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 898.3 146.0 147.8 145.1
Table 7.5: Performance of the Probabilistic Hough transform, same number of steps/weight updates
as the RSC algorithm
Total time taken (s) 550
Percentage of points covered 95.9
Ranges needed for total cover 3929
Cardinality after greedy postprocessing 145.72
Table 7.6: Performance of the Hough transform, using all points for weight updates
As we can see, despite updates on specific points being identical, the RSC algorithm’s more in-
telligent choice of where to update via the ε-net condition leads to slower running times for the same
number of updates, but a vast increase in quality (more than factor 2) over both a sequential update
on all points (non-probabilistic Hough), and the purely random choice by the probabilistic Hough
transform.
7.3 Model-based RSC
To examine the MRSC algorithm on a controlled data set, we simulate a small volume of cylinders
with a minimal distance and a bias towards parallel orientation. Specifically, we sample a realization








Φ(d1(xk, xl), d2(xk, xl)) (7.3.2)
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where d1 is the distance of the two line segments that are the middle-axis of two cylinders and d2 will
be the distance of normed orientation vectors modulo reflection (see section 5.4). To establish minimal
distance and bias towards local parallelity, we discretize cylinder distances and relative orientation via
(ri) = (0, 2, 10,∞) (7.3.4)
(sj) = (0, 0.3, 1) (7.3.5)






Here, ζ·1 = −50 assigns an extremely small probability to all realizations in which a pair has
distance d1 smaller than 2 , while ζ12 = 1 establishes a positive bias towards objects of distance
smaller than 10 and similar orientation. We choose a cylinder radius of 2, meaning that for a minimal
distance of 2 overlap is possible, but limited. This should reflect the fact that in real applications radius
estimation is usually not perfect, and overlap cannot be completely excluded. To further increase
difficulty of segmentation, we randomly delete about 50% of image points of the ground truth, and
add a “salt and pepper” white noise on the whole image that is 1 with 2% probability – see figure 7.4.
(a) Point Process Realization/
Ideal Cover
(b) True Positives (c) Data with Noise
Figure 7.4: Generation of Image Data with Noise
In section 6.1, we established two different versions of the MRSC algorithm: Both repeatedly
minimize model energy in each step, but the MRSCa algorithm 10 performs probability updates de-
pending on all candidates N(n) sampled in the current step, meaning that the probabilites produced
will be extremely close to those of the original RSC algorithm 1: The only difference is that we add
the energy minimizer of the previous step C∗(n−1) to the (much more numerous) randomly sampled
ranges. On the other hand, the MRSCb algorithm 11 performs probability updates based only on the
energy minimizer C∗(n) of the current step, which will usually be of much smaller cardinality – here,
we randomly sample 60 cylinders, while energy minimizers are of cardinality ≈ 10 or less.
For both versions of the MRSC algorithm, we compare optimizations with different degrees of
prior knowledge: One binary version that only assumes minimal distance (ζ1), one with a bias towards
minimal distance and similar orientation (ζ2), and one that uses the true density parameter ζ3 which
encourages minimal distance, parallel orientation and clustering below a distance of 10.
















Since the energy maximization problem is in general NP-hard we approximate it using the sequential
tree-reweighted message passing [Kol06] implementation of OpenGM2 [ABK12]. We set the optimal
cover cardinality to the number cylinders used to produce the voxel data, n∗ = 15; and set ε =
2
1
n∗ − 1 (see equation 2.3.2) and randomly sample n = 60 cylinders for the RSC updates. Since
it is not advantageous to perform an energy minimization with a completely uniform data term, we
first perform 400 steps of the original RSC algorithm and use the resulting weights ωi as starting
probabilities for all MRSC algorithms. We perform 600 steps for each MRSC algorithm, and repeat
each algorithm 10 times to reduce randomness. To scale the data term for the non-hard-core MRSC
covers (see section 6.3), we restrict energy minimizer cardinality to a minimum of 4 and a maximum
of 20.
For each algorithm we measure the cardinality of the produced cover (“Cardinality”), the per-
centage of true positive voxels covered (“Covered”), as well as the ratio of true positive voxels to all
voxels covered (“TP”). Since to produce our voxel data we randomly deleted about half the points of
the cylindrical realization of the point process, the ideal cover/ground truth covers 100% of all true
positive points, but its ratio of true positive points to all is 51% – the percentage of ground truth voxels















Cardinality 15 12.2 7.4 8.1 9.2 9.0 10.7
Covered [%] 100 32.6 33.5 34.1 46.3 46.7 49.3
TP [%] 51.7 18.8 30.2 30.6 34.1 34.8 35.5
Table 7.7: Comparison of all versions of the MRSC algorithm, averaged over 10 repititions.
Table 7.7 depicts our measures of quality for the ground truth, as well as those produced by all
versions of the MRSC algorithm. As we can see, the MRSCb algorithm that updates probabilities
based on stepwise energy minimizers significantly outperforms the MRSCa for any value of ζ in
almost any category. The only exception is the cover cardinality of 12.2 produced by the hard-core
MRSCa algorithm, which is closest to the true value of 15. However since the sampled candidates are
clearly far worse matches for the data, as indicated by their lowest coverage and ratio of true positives,
this can hardly be seen as an overall improvement. This means we can safely assume that MRSCb
outperforms a vanilla RSC algorithm with a singular model energy optimization as a postprocessing
step as well, since the underlying probability updates of RSC are nearly identical to those of MRSCa,
while repeatedly searching for optima will outperform a single minimization. At the same time, as
we would expect intuitively, the quality of the cover improves with the amount of prior knowledge for
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both versions of the MRSC algorithm. We thus use the MRSCb type algorithm for applications on real
data in the following sections 9.1 and 9.2. See figure 7.5 for graphical examples of the MRSCb-covers
with different degrees of prior knowledge.
Optimal values may depend on the goal of the segmentation: For example, if we lower the hard-
core penalty to ζ ·1· = −10, and set the minimum cardinality of a non-binary cover to 8 instead of 4
for the same data set, we achieve coverage of a higher number of data points, at the price a lower
percentage of true positives in the cover – see table 7.8. Relative performance of the algorithms















Cardinality 15 12.1 12.7 12.0 9.3 13.3 14.6
Covered [%] 100 34.1 43.3 46.1 40.0 54.4 56.0
TP [%] 51.7 19.8 25.41 28.9 29.8 32.4 32.1
Table 7.8: Comparison of all versions of the MRSC algorithm, higher minimal cover, averaged over
10 repititions.
(a) Voxel Data (b) Ideal Cover
(c) Hard-core Cover (d) Hard-core and Parallel
Cover
(e) True Prior Cover
(hard-core, parallel, clustered)
Figure 7.5: Synthetic Data and Covers of the MRSC algorithms
Chapter 8
Pre- and Postprocessing Methods for
Real Data
In contrast to the controlled environment of synthetic data, an algorithm that searches for a full cover
of all image points can usually not be naively applied to a real data set without risking significant
oversegmentation thanks to image noise. At the same time, our range space – as introduced in chapter
7.1 – can be of siginificant size even for smaller data sets if it includes any possible combination of
location, direction and length of an object. Any method that can quickly and safely eliminate voxels
which are likely noise, as well as unlikely object parameters, can lead to a significant speedup and
improvement of any parameter-based approach for a relatively minor cost.
Lastly, even correctly recognized real objects will rarely perfectly fit the pre-defined shape of
ranges used by all set cover-based approaches. Particularly organic cell shapes tend to only roughly
match any parameterizable object, making additional post-processing based on an approximated min-
imal cover an option that can lead to a siginificant improvement of the segmentation with a minor cost.
Thus, we use the following chapter to briefly discuss a selection of pre- and postprocessing methods
we use for real data sets before moving on to an empirical evaluation.
8.1 Preprocessing Methods
Filter functions offer a quick and intuitive way to exclude certain parameters based on image data
and assumptions of noise structure. In later applications, we focus on both the exclusion of spatial as
well as directional paramters for cylindrical structures, and, in the former case, approximately cyclic
shapes.
Unlikely centers of shapes can be relatively easily excluded using isotropic Gaussian filters; the
exclusion of unlikely directions is slightly more complicated:
Although the convolution with a directed filter mask will supply information on the local direction
of the neighbourhood of a voxel, this method scales badly with the number of directions we wish to
distinguish. In addition, it does not use the information that in later applications most voxels will be
part of relatively thin, cylindrical shapes with a single direction.
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Figure 8.1: Data points (left, yellow) and an overlay with possible centers of fibers in one direction
(right, green). The result of a conservative filtering based on local directions generally includes points
of fibers pointing roughly in the chosen direction, as well as image points for which direction is
difficult to determine, such as fiber end points.
For these thin fiber structures, the smallest eigenvalue of the structure tensor is expected to be sig-
nificantly smaller than the other two, and its corresponding eigenvector indicates their main direction
[FL03].
Thus, in later detection of cylindrical shapes, we will calculate the local structure tensor for each
voxel. For the discrete approximation of local derivations, we use the 3D Scharr operator because of
its relatively isotropic nature[SW00]. We then check if the smallest eigenvalue is indeed significantly
smaller than the other two and limit possible directional parameters to a neighbourhood of the corre-
sponding eigenvector. Both the value of the threshhold indicating ”significantly smaller” and the size
of the neighbourhood are determined empirically and chosen conservatively – see figure 8.1.
The following section, in particular example 8.1.1, may be useful to quantify cutoff values if the
random variables describing image noise are approximately independently normally distributed, or
follow any other distribution for which we can easily determine the quantiles of a linear combination
of said variables.
Definition 5 (Filter Response function). Given
(i) a finite set P ⊂ Rl that will represent our picture,
(ii) a (nonnegative) greyscale function on this picture g : P → R,
(iii) and a (nonnegative) filter function f : P → R
we can define a filter response function
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In the context of set covering, it will often be reasonable to assume that the filter function is part
of a family of functions that depend on a parameter t ∈ T ⊆ Rm: f(x) = F (x, t);
Similarly, we can often safely assume that assume that the greyscale function of the image g(x)
is of the form G(x, u1) + . . . + G(x, ukopt), ui ∈ U ⊆ Rn, where each component G(x, ui) ≥ 0
represents one of the shapes that make up the image.
For example, in the context of 2D cylinders, ui could be defined as a starting point, an angle,
and possibly the length and/or width of the cylinder, while G(x, ui) is the indicator function of the
cylinder defined by these parameters.
In this context, we define, with a slight abuse of notation:
F (g, t) :=
∑
y∈P
g(y)F (y, t) (8.1.2)
F (u, t) :=
∑
y∈P
G(y, u)F (y, t) (8.1.3)
Remark 8.1.1. Note thatF as a function of either
• g and f or
• g and F (·, t) for a fixed value of t or
• G(·, u) and F (·, t) for fixed values of u and t
is symmetric, linear and positive definite, and thus a valid inner product.
In particular, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applies: for an image composed of objects in the
form of the filter mask, the filter response will be maximal for the true function or parameter.
In the context of image analysis, we can thus see the filter response function as a measure of
the similarity of the filter mask described by the function F (·, t) and the image itself in the area
B := {y : F (y, t) > 0}.
For example, if we know there will be certain shapes in the image, but we do now know their exact
position, we can choose a filter mask in the form of this shape; by Cauchy-Schwarz, a normed filter
response at a certain point x can be viewed as the probability of the shape being located there.
If we assume that our image is made of certain shapes disturbed by a random noise, the following
proposition is handy:
Proposition 6. Let the greyscale function be of the form h = g + N , where g is a fixed function and
N is a random noise that is assigned to every position y ∈ P in an i.i.d. way;
Let B ⊆ P be defined as B := {y : f(y) > 0};
Let QfN be the cumulative distribution function of SfN :=
∑
y∈B f(y)N(y), and q1 and q2 be








f(y)N(y) ∈ [q1, q2]) ≥ 1− 2α (8.1.4)
P(F (h, f) ∈ [F (g, f) + q1,F (g, f) + q2]) ≥ 1− 2α (8.1.5)
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f(y)N(y) ≥ q1) ≥ 1− α (8.1.6)
P(F (h, f) ≥ F (g, f) + q1) ≥ 1− α (8.1.7)
Proof. Equations 8.1.4 and 8.1.6 are a direct consequence of the definition of a quantile; equations
8.1.5 and 8.1.7 follow directly using the definition of the filter response functionF .
Example 8.1.1. If we assume that N(y) ∼i.i.d. N (µ, σ2), then f(y)N(y) ∼ N (f(y)µ, f(y)2σ2)
independently and thus SfN =
∑







Then we can write SfN =
√
σ2Sf2X0 + µSf where X0 ∼ N (0, 1);
Consequently, if q0 is the α-quantile of the standard normal distribution, −q0 is its 1−α-quantile,
and we can write
q1 =
√
Sf2 σ ∗ q0 + µSf (8.1.8)
q2 = −
√
Sf2 σ ∗ q0 + µSf (8.1.9)
as the α- and 1− α-quantiles of QfN .
For practical purposes, it will normally make sense not to try out every possible filter parameter t.
However, if we choose a filter value t1, and our computation produces a certain filter response value
F1, we can still assume that if
g(x) = G(x, u1) + . . .+G(x, ukopt) (8.1.10)
and u ∈ {u1, . . . , ukopt}, then
F1 = F (g, t1) =
∑
i
F (ui, t1) ≥ F (u, t1). (8.1.11)
In other words, all parameters u′ that would produce response valuesF (u′, t1) > F1 cannot be true
parameters, and the space of valid parameters is narrowed down to
U1 = {u : F (u, t1) ≤ F1} . (8.1.12)
Example 8.1.2. In the case of two-dimensional cylinders of a fixed length L and sidelength 2r, we
could characterize a cylinder using one point y and an angle α, for example:
G(·, (x, α)) = 1A, A =
{
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Similarly, to quantify response to a cylindrical filter mask of ”length” 2Lf , ”width” 2Wf , and a
main direction defined by an angle β , we can use a function of the form

























(cosβ ∗ (y0 − u0)− sinβ(y0 − u0))
1
Wf




Note that this filter function equally penalizes a distance of Lf in the direction of its main axis,
and a distance of Wf in the orthogal direction. The exponent of 10 is an arbitrary parameter to control
the strength of the penalty, and can be chosen by empirical convenience, though it should be even to
guarantee symmetry.
In the context of set covering, we can use filters to apply a prior weighting of ranges before
applying the set covering algorithm 1:
Recall that in the original algorithm we start with a uniform distribution on the ranges {R}, and
are required to have some prior knowledge of the shapes we wish to cover, up to some parameters
u ∈ U ⊆ Rn.
Using the idea above, we exclude certain values of u, and thus certain ranges, possibly speeding
up calculation time of the algorithm. In certain situations, e.g. if F = G and a large selection of filter
parameters tj = uj is tested, we may also be able to choose a non-uniform distribution dependent on
the calculated filter response values for the remaining ranges.
If we assume that the original image, is perturbed by a random noise N(x), i.e. h = g + N , we
can use proposition 6 to achieve α-certainty for correctly excluding a range:
Again, if we assume that a certain value u is a true value, i.e.
g(x) = G(x, u1) + . . .+G(x, ukopt) (8.1.16)
and u ∈ {ui, . . . , ukopt}, then, writing f1 = F (·, t1) and B = {f1 > 0},




F (ui, t1) + Sf1N (8.1.18)
≥ F (u, t1) + Sf1N (8.1.19)
≥ F (u, t1) + q1, (8.1.20)
with probability ≥ 1− α, where q1 is the α-quantile of Sf1N =
∑
y∈B f1(y)N(y).
Thus, we can exclude all values u′ that produce response values F (u′, t1) > F1 − q1 with high
probability, narrowing the space of valid parameter values down to
U1 = {u : F (u, t1) ≤ F1 − q1} . (8.1.21)
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8.2 Data-specific Postprocessing
While in the application of fiber segmentation the shape of a graphite or glass fiber will be close to
that of a long, thin cylinder, the specific shape of grown cells can be somewhat more unpredictable;
we thus briefly present two methods that can be used to better match cyclic candidates produced by
an RSC algorithm to cell image data.
8.2.1 Estimating Linear Transformation of Circles
Both the RSC and MRSC methods work to select the best candidates from a discretized parameter
space. In the case of cell images, the obvious simplest parametrization of possible cell candidates
is cyclic, i.e. the combination a central point and radius. An equally intuitive first refinement of
this parameterization is the more flexible elliptic shape. Using such candidates directly will however
already significantly increase the parameter space, and thus running time and hardware requirements,
of the algorithms: If an ellipse is defined via directional vector and central point that are discretized
as finely as the cyclic centers and radius are, the size of the parameter space is squared. It can thus be
easier, or even necessary, to work with cylcic candidates and refine them in a second step.
The first method we present is based on the observation that an ellipse constitutes a linear trans-
formation of a circle. In other words, given a function g(x) describing the gray values of the image of
a (filled) circle, and a function h(x) describing those of an ellipse, we can find a matrix A and vector
c such that
h(x) = g(A˜x+ c). (8.2.1)
If a matrix is quadratic, real, and has a positive determinant, which we can ensure by restriction
later, singular value decomposition tells us it is of the form R1 ∗ S ∗ R2, where R1 and R2 are rotary
matrices and S is a scaling matrix. In the case of the transformation from circles to ellipses, one of the
rotary matrices is obviously superfluous, reducing the number parameters that need to be estimated
compared to a general matrix, and supplying an easy way to produce additional elliptic parameters
(rotiation, two axes) from circular ones.
To determine A˜ and c, Hagege et al.[HF10] proposed a method for estimating the linear transfor-
mation of an image:
Starting with equation 8.2.1 , we can write
y˜ = A˜x+ c⇔ x = A˜−1y˜ + b⇔ x = Ay (8.2.2)
where b := −A˜−1c, y := [1, y˜1, . . . , y˜n]′ and A := [b|A˜−1].










to produce a set of equations
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∫
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this becomes ∣∣∣A˜∣∣∣ H˜p = AG˜p (8.2.7)
and can be solved for A if G˜p is of full rank.
However, recall that the proposed application of the method is to estimate an approximate linear
transformation between the (binary) image of a cyclic candidate and possibly equally binary image
data. In this case, i.e. Image(g) = {0, 1}, the set of functions wp : {0, 1} → R is obviously too
limited to generally produce a matrix G˜p of full rank.
To include the application on binary images we can use a modified approach based on [TLSK15]








whereFt andFo are the support of template and output, with functionsw(x)p1,...,pn := x
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where qij := (A)ij . To estimate the parameters qij in a noisy case, generate the equations to a high
enough order, and minimize the quadratic difference between left and right side as a function of the
parameters. We can restrict this minimization to ensure we can apply singular value decomposition to
the results. This method can be thought of as a matching of the theoretically predicted and empirical
moments of the grayscale values of the image. See also [BF11] for a generalized approach.
Figure 8.2: Good and bad el-
lipsoid matching in figure 8.3
Graphical Example
See figure 8.3 for a graphical example. Cell data (black) is first
approximately segmented using model-based set covering (MRSC)
with cyclic candidates/ranges. In practice, using the elliptical esti-
mation as a form of post-processing does in principle allow for a
better matching segmentation without the use of the much higher-
dimensional parameter space needed to directly segment a picture
using ellipsoid candidates for MRSC. However, even though transla-
tions should theoretically be included in this form of postprocessing,
it empirically works best only if the cyclic segmentation is very good,
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i.e. the centers of the cyclic candidates closely match real object cen-
ters. It should thus be used with caution. See the smaller image section in figure 8.2 for an example.
Figure 8.3: Approximate segmentation using cylcic candidates (top) and estimated ellipsoids (bottom).
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8.2.2 Seeded Watershed Transformation
Figure 8.4: Oversegmentation
for close neighbours
If image data can be binarized with relative ease, a seeded water-
shed transformation ([Soi13, chapter 9]) can provide a somewhat
more flexible and stable alternative to the ellipsoid transformation de-
scribed in the previous section. For this method of postprocessing the
centers of the candidates output by the MRSC algorithm 11 are used
as seeds for the watershed transformation on the binarised image.
The result is obviously more flexible in shape compared to ellipsoid
candidates; it does however depend on a good binarization of the im-
age; this is especially true since the seeded watershed should prefer-
ably be applied to the connected components of the image seperately,
as otherwise the influence of close seeds may lead to oversegmenta-
tion – see figure 8.4. It also does not take gray values into account,
whereas the method of linear transformation explicitly can. Which
method is preferably must thus be decided on a case-by-case basis, though the degree of gray scale
fluctuation in the image may be a good indicator; for the application given in 9.1, a good binarization
of the cell images could be achieved with relative ease via global thresholding, making the seeded
watershed method overall preferable to an estimation of ellipsoid candidates via linear transformation
– see figure 8.5.
(a) Approximate segmentation using circular candi-
dates
(b) Segmentation result after seeded watershed trans-
form
Figure 8.5: Seeded watershed transform for postprocessing
Chapter 9
Application on Real Data
9.1 2D Cell Data
In a first example of applications of the MRSC algorithm on real data, we perform a segmentation of
several 2D cell images; one relatively recent method of cell segmentation that is comparable to our
MRSC approach is the one by Soubies/Poulain et al.[SWD15, PPSD15]: Both methods iteratively
sample a random set of discrete segmentation candidates, and find the subset that best matches a
Gibbs model that combines image data and object interaction via energy minimization. The main
difference is that the Soubies/Poulain method samples candidates uniformly and uses a static data term
for its energy model; in contrast, our MRSC approach uses the probabilities dynamically generated
by the RSC update 12 as both sampling probabilities and data term. We compare both methods on
several images of cell data with varying difficulty of segmentation. For further details see the paper
by Markowsky et al.[MRZ+17] that this section is partially based on.
9.1.1 Interaction Model and Input Parameters
The Soubies/Poulain method uses a binary interaction model that punishes candidate overlap that
exceeds a previously defined maximum. To establish a direct comparison, we likewise use a binary













(ri) = (−∞, 0,∞) (9.1.3)
ζi = (−∞, 0). (9.1.4)
where D is the data term (dependent on the method) and any point xi of the point process rep-
resents a cyclical candidate defined by a center pi and radius ri; we choose the 9 possible radii
R = {7, 8, . . . , 15} based on an inspection of typical cell sizes. In the case of cells with strongly
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Figure 9.1: Example of a Cell Data Set
varying radii, it makes sense to make maximum admissable overlap dependent on candidate radius.
We thus define our distance as a slight modification of the Euclidean distance ‖·‖:
d(pi, pj , ri, rj) = ‖pi − pj‖ − 0.75 ∗ (ri+ rj). (9.1.5)
We use an isotropic Gaussian filter with conservative thresholding to eliminate all extremely im-
probable candidate centers as a pre-processing step for all algorithms (see section 8.1); Since this is a
case in which object diameter is significantly smaller than image size, we use the parallelized approach
of section 3.1 with a grid to speed up running times of RSC updates.
As a post-processing step, we perform a marker-controlled watershed segmentation on the thresh-
olded image, using the centres of segmented candidates as seeds, to improve the local matching of
candidate shape to image data (see section 8.2.2). Since the seeded watershed is prone to oversegmen-
tation, we apply the algorithm locally on the connected components of the thresholded image, and
ignore connected components of the result that are smaller than 5 pixels. We estimate the number k
of cells as a multiple of the connected components of the thresholded cell image: 1.4 for easy and
medium images, and 2.4 for hard ones. Furthermore, we heuristically set the sample size ||C(n)|| = 3k
(see algorithm 11) , and the starting penalty for candidates of radius r to q(r) = 4−r2 (see the last
paragraph of section 7.1.1).
9.1.2 Data and Performance Measures
We evaluate three different approaches: First, our proposed approach, referred to as MRSC; its start-
ing probabilities are proportional to the output of the filter-based pre-processing multiplied by q(r).
Second, a version of the algorithm that uses static uniform sampling probabilities and the static data
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term for circles proposed in [Des16] (MBC) with parameter d0 = 0.1, and third, an approach that
uses the data term of MBC multiplied by q(r) as starting probabilities, but is otherwise identical to
the first version (MRSC/MBC). Note that the second approach is similar to the Multiple Birth and
Cut algorithm proposed in [PPSD15], with the difference of using a slightly different data term, and
an interaction term that defines overlap based on distance instead of area. Additionally, in contrast to
[PPSD15], the repeated energy minimization is performed on a random set of size 3k using the TRWS
minimizer, instead of two sets of non-interacting candidates of roughly size k using graph cuts, for all
three versions.
We compare the three approaches with a standard segmentation method, namely Otsu threshold-
ing [Ots79] as implemented in Fiji/ImageJ [SACF+12]. We combine Otsu thresholding with slightly
different preprocessing steps consisting of local contrast enhancement using contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) and anisotropic diffusion filtering in order to optimize the segmenta-
tion result. For postprocessing the Otsu thresholded images, small holes (of less than 40 square pixels)
are filled if their circularity exceeds a value of 0.5. As a final postprocessing step for all approaches,
a basic morphological opening operation is applied using a disk with radius of 3 pixels as structuring
element.
We apply the approaches to previously acquired microscopy images of fluorescently labeled neu-
roblastoma cell lines (see [BHG+12] for a detailed description of the data). The images have a size
of 1344 x 1024 pixels. For the evaluation, the image data is categorized into different degrees of diffi-
culty: the images of the cell line SH-EP exhibit a small to medium cell count and little clustering (low
to medium difficulty). The images of the cell line SK-N-BE(2)-C have a high cell count as well as
many clustering cells and constitute more challenging data. The evaluation is performed on 18 images
comprising of 6 images of each category, i.e. low, medium and high difficulty.
The performance of the approaches is evaluated with respect to manual segmentation by a human
expert. The values of the confusion matrix (True Positives, TP; False Positives, FP; True Negatives,
TN; and False Negatives, FN) are calculated and normalized with respect to the number of cells de-
termined by manual segmentation. Additionally, we investigate the performance of the approaches
using a selection of measures described in [TH15]. We used an overlap-based metric (Dice coeffi-
cient or F1-Measure), a distance-based metric (Hausdorff distance), and a pair-counting-based metric
(Adjusted Rand Index, ARI) to assess different characteristics of the segmentation results. For the
Hausdorff distance we calculate the modified Hausdorff distance as proposed in [DJ94] for the True
Positives. All measures are normalized with respect to the number of cells or pixels in the manually
segmented images and averaged over all images of the respective category of difficulty.
9.1.3 Results
On average, manual segmentation results in a total of 74 cells per image for easy, 419 cells for medium
and 641 cells for hard data. The results for the different performance measures averaged over all im-
ages of the respective difficulty are summarized in table 1. Although the MBC algorithm achieves the
highest number of TP, this is mainly the result of a consistent oversegmentation as evident in the far
larger percentage of FP. Otsu thresholding exhibits the lowest percentage of FP and is arguably the
best method with regard to the confusion matrix for easy and medium images. For difficult images
the MRSC and MRSC/MBC methods perform comparably, however. In terms of FN, MBC achieves
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easy medium difficult
Otsu MBC MRSC/ MRSC Otsu MBC MRSC/ MRSC Otsu MBC MRSC/ MRSC
MBC MBC MBC
TP [%] 87.9 91.4 87.8 88.2 90.3 92.4 89.3 89.5 69.8 79.8 69.5 71
FP [%] 1.06 26.1 4.05 6.4 1.02 18.2 2.83 2.92 4.2 30.5 4.71 11.9
FN [%] 12.1 8.63 12.6 12.2 9.92 7.61 11 10.7 33.5 20.2 34 31
Dice 0.846 0.859 0.876 0.876 0.865 0.871 0.888 0.887 0.81 0.8 0.857 0.826
Hausdorff 1.77 1.75 1.87 1.86 9.63 9.16 9.52 9.42 11.8 12 15.6 14.4
ARI 0.839 0.852 0.869 0.869 0.82 0.825 0.846 0.845 0.72 0.707 0.778 0.739
Table 9.1: Averaged values of different performance measures chosen for the segmentation approaches
applied to ”easy”, ”medium” and ”difficult” cell images. MCN is the mean cell number per image.
very low values due to its tendency to oversegment while the three other methods yield almost equal
results. Concerning the Hausdorff distance, MBC performs better than both MRSC and MRSC/MBC,
although it is outperformed by Otsu thresholding for easy and medium images. Both variants of the
proposed method based on MRSC are shown to consistently outperform Otsu thresholding as well
as MBC with regard to ARI and the Dice coefficient. The improvement is more prominent for dif-
ficult images with a high cell density and a higher amount of clustering. The combined approach
of MRSC/MBC yields results of equal or slightly better quality compared to the MBSC method for
almost all performance measures. The MRSC/MBC method demonstrates that although better tuned
starting probabilities do have a slight positive influence on the overall outcome, the Set Cover proba-
bility update has a far larger effect, and the algorithm is stable towards its initialization.
9.2 3D Fiber Data
Due to the lack of both ground truth data and established measures of cover quality for 3D fiber
data, as well as the significantly increased computational cost of a statistical analysis compared to
2D segmentations and model estimation, we restrict ourselves to a proof-of-concept demonstration of
the previously presented methods of model estimation and image segmentation on a 3D fiber volume.
To this end, we first segment the given volume using the MRSC algorithm with an underlying binary
model, as in the previous section 9.1, then estimate a Gibbs model of fiber interaction from the result
of the binary segmentation as presented in chapter 5 , before finally using the estimated model for a
refined, non-binary MRSC segmentation of the same volume.
Fibers are parameterized as 3D cylinders with varying center, orientation and length as described
in section 7.1; We distinguish 337 directions on the closed semisphere and three cylinder lengths of
20, 40 or 60 pixels, and use an area (here: volume) bias of 1.5−|A|. Cylinder diameter is set to a fixed
value of 4 heuristically.
Improbable origin points and directions are excluded via Gaussian filters and the local Scharr
operator as described in section 8.1. The large relative length of the fibers compared to the total image
dimensions make the MWU approach unfeasible. We thus use the standard MRSC algorithm 11.
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9.2.1 Hardcore Segmentation
We first perform a hardcore segmentation, i.e. a MRSC segmentation for which the underlying model
only punishes pairwise distance below object diameter, as a basis for both our model estimation and
second model-based segmentation. We start with weights that are uniform on all admissable parame-
ters except for the volume bias, and let the MRSC algorithm 11 run with a sample size of
∣∣N(n)∣∣ = 300
for 10 000 steps. This results is an approximate cover consisting of 92 cylinders, depicted in figure
9.2. We cover 29.45% of object voxels, while the percentage of covered object voxels to total cover
size is 41.97%.
(a) 1003 Volume of Fiber Data
Figure 9.2: Hardcore Cover of Fiber Data
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9.2.2 Estimation of Interaction parameters
After producing a preliminary segmentation based on a binary, hard-core interaction function, we use
the Monte Carlo root-finding algorithm described in section 5.6.2 to produce a better estimate of the
true interaction function of fiber objects and be able to base any following segmentation on a more
refined underlying object model.
We discretize the line segment distance d1 and orientation distance d2 via








Here, 4 is the diameter of our fibers/cylinders, and the minimal distance enforced in the binary/hard-
core-based segmentation. To avoid the problems that result from constant values and linear depen-
dencies in the sufficient statistic – 5.6.1 – we do not include the values of ζ0,·, which correspond to
the distance interval [r0, r1) = [0, 2) below minimal distance, as well as the last value ζ9,1, in the
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization.
As discussed in section 5.6.4, we determine our starting value via the relation of the characteristic
statistic y(x) of our data in relation to the average y over a uniform/Poisson MCMC chain of of length








Similarly, for the stabilizing factor λ of Levenberg-Marquardt we choose a starting value of λ0 = 1/16
and multiplying factor of µ = 4, which are somewhat more conservative compared to the values of
λ0 = 10
−4 and µ = 10 used in [HP99].
Using these parameters, we achieve a stable convergence; listed below are the values of the merit
function χ2 = (y(x)− y)2; accepted changes for which ζi was updated in bold.
5133 1668 88.26 5.11 3.46 2.10 3.90 0.66 2.34 0.48 1.65 4.40 1.12
At this point, proposed changes to ζ do not exceed 2 ∗ 10−3, and it seems likely that the effect of
random variance of χ2 is overpowering the influence of the changes in ζ. We break off at
ζ∗ =
−∞ −0.150 0.139 −0.045 −0.001 0.067 −0.045 −0.018 0.021−∞ 0.192 −0.095 0.084 0.076 −0.154 −0.031 0.033 0.004
−∞ 0.041 −0.085 −0.021 0.057 −0.019 0.006 −0.055 −0.001

corresponding to the merit function value χ2 = 0.48. Since we can achieve a stable convergence
to a low value, we forego the use of a smoothing prior in this case. For practical use in the MRSC
algorithm, which works with finite values, we replace the hardcore penalty with ζ·1 = −50.
1closer to uniform
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9.2.3 Non-Hardcore Segmentation
As with the hardcore segmentation, we perform 10 000 steps with a sample size of
∣∣N(n)∣∣ = 300,
but use the (non-uniform) weights produced by the hardcore segmentation as starting weights. To
scale our data term against our estimated interaction term (see section 6.3), we start with a hardcore
segmentation, and rescale until the non-hardcore segmentation is of a cardinality between 80% and
130% of the hardcore cover. Since the cardinality of the energy minimizer can change as the data term
changes, we repeat this process in every consequent step in which the cover size is below (above) the
previously defined minimal (maximal) cover size.
The result is an approximate cover of 75 cylinders, depicted in figure 9.2. Despite the lower
cardinality of the solution, we achieve a better segmentation, covering 34.31% of object voxels, while
the percentage of covered object voxels to total cover size is 54.59%.
(a) 1003 Volume of Fiber Data
Figure 9.3: Model-based Cover of Fiber Data
Chapter 10
Conclusion and Outlook
Our initial motivation was the segmentation of fiber data that is clotty
and noisy enough to invalidate many established approaches of image
segmentation.
To this end, we first examined a randomized set cover approach
that combines robustness towards noise and scalable, approximate
solutions for large problems in part I. We tightened existing bounds
for convergence for a generalized version of the approach, as well
as introducing a new approach for its parallelization that distinctly
outperforms established methods on both a theoretical and practical level. We also showed links
to other comparable combinatorial problems and algorithms. Among other things, we established a
method of approximately solving large linear programs as a special case of the RSC approach.
In part II of this thesis, we modified existing multiscale point processes to include several non-
Euclidean distances. This proposed model of object interaction strikes a balance between an accurate
and flexible representation of physical object behaviour, and the ability to simulate and estimate the
model with relative ease. We additionally showed how in applications, established methods of model-
ing and parameter estimation can and should be altered to avoid several practical pitfalls.
The combination of the inherent robustness of the randomized RSC algorithm with a multiscale
point process model as prior knowledge proposed in section 6.1 allows for the approximate segmen-
tation of extremely difficult data. We showed how this new, model-based set cover method can be
applied in several settings, including the segmentation of 2D cell and 3D fiber data, in part III. For
the purpose of application, we discussed the pre- and postprocessing methods best used in different
settings. We also showed how different versions of the RSC and MRSC approaches perform relative
to each other, and comparable established methods, for both synthetic and real data.
The combination of the use of prior knowledge and a dynamic, probabilistic approximation of
optima gives the MRSC approach a high degree of stability and a wide range of applications. However
on both a theoretical and practical level, several questions remain open:
The number of candidates we sample in each step is an important input parameter for all versions
of both RSC and MRSC, as it indirectly controls the trade-off of running time versus quality of the
resulting cover. On a theoretical level, the sampled candidates should form an ε-net, or at least locally
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cover points with sufficient probability. To our knowledge, estimation of cardinalities of ε-nets con-
structed via random sampling from discrete distributions pi is in current literature generally reduced to
a construction for uniform distributions. However both intuitively and empirically, the cardinality of
an ε-net sampled from a distribution for which a lot of mass is concentrated in relatively few places, as
expressed by the variance or entropy, is much lower than in the uniform case, leading to a gap between
theoretical bounds and practice. The RSC algorithm usually starts with uniform, or close to uniform,
sampling probabilities that become increasingly concentrated with each step. Any estimation of ε-net
sizes that takes the concentration of the underlying distribution explicitly into account might lead to
the possibility of a RSC algorithm with dynamic instead of static sampling sizes, possibly enabling a
sharper and more efficient convergence to an optimum, as well as a reduction of manual input.
At the same time, to our knowledge all established versions of proof of convergence for RSC in
some way follow the same idea as the more general multiplicative weight method, namely comparing
the growth of the summed weight of an optimal subset to the total weight of all candidates. The
bounds we established in section 2.3 are tight for a sequential reweighting of optimal ranges, and thus
can be expected to be close to tight in simpler geometric sitations, i.e. those in which a collection
optimal ranges has little to no mutual overlap. However, they do not supply any estimation of single
probabilities of optimal ranges or dual ranges for the general case. Any proof reliably bounds the
probabilities of single ranges, instead of a collection of optimal ranges, could again lead to sharper
estimations of convergence for more complicated geometrical situations, as well as closing the gap
between plausible consideration and formal proof for the convergence of the MRSCb algorithm 11.
In section 5.6.5, we approximated a Monte Carlo estimation by averaging over many relative short
Markov chains with fixed starting points to combat the slow convergence and high variance of Markov
chains of weakly attractive multiscale point processes. While it heuristically led to huge improvements
in the stability and convergence of gradient-based parameter estimation, a more general application to
chains of high variance or slow convergence might merit a more formal, quantitative investigation of
the changes in speed and quality compared to a standard MCMC approximation.
Lastly, an interesting trade-off is present in the scaling of the cardinalities of energy minimizing
subsets used for the MRSC algorithm: a minimum of large cardinality will hardly take our prior
model into account, while one of low cardinality might only be an ε-net with low probability (or
for high values of ε). Ideally, scaling should take into account both our certainty of the estimated
model and a dynamic estimation of the needed size for an ε-net given the current concentration of
sampling probabilities. Any deliberations following this train of thought could be of interest both for
applications of the MRSC algorithm, and in the more general context of a model-based, Bayesian
probabilistic optimization.
In particular, the practical implications of link between RSC and the solution of linear programs
established on a theoretical level in section 4.4 remain relatively unexplored. While we are immedi-
ately supplied with the use of better bounds for quality and speed of convergence, the possible transfer
of parallelized or even Bayesian approaches to the context of solving linear programs offers opportu-
nities for further research.
Appendix A
Randomized Set Cover and ε-Nets
A.1 Detailed Bounds of the Number of Weight-Doubling Steps
Algorithm 13: Randomized Set Covering
Input: X,R, ε, n.
Output: set cover R1, . . . , Rn of X .
begin
set ω(R) = 1|R| , ∀R ∈ R // starting weights
sample sets R1, . . . , Rn ∼ µ = 1ω(R)ω and // random approximate cover
set Xc = X \ {x : x ∈ Ri for some Ri} // points not covered
while Xc 6= ∅ do
pick any point x ∈ Xc
if ω(Rx) < εω(R) // ε-condition
then
ω(R)←− 2ω(R), ∀R : {x} ∩R 6= ∅ // weight update
sample sets R1, . . . , Rn ∼ µ = 1ω(R)ω and // repeat sampling
set Xc = X \ {x : x ∈ Ri for some Ri}
returnR(n)
Although several ways of constructing ε-nets are described in literature – see theorem 2.2.1 for the
general case – they share the property that an ε-net is constructed with a high probability p ∈ (0, 1].
We aim to bound the number of steps taken as tightly as possible under this assumption – substitute
p = 1 for deterministic approaches.
Theorem A.1.1 (Termination, Iteration Number Bound). Let ω0 denote the starting weights of algo-
rithm 2, and let
ε < εmax = 2
1
n∗ − 1. (A.1.1)
If a hitting set H of size n∗ exists, and condition 2.3.1 is satisfied in every step independently with
a probability of at least p for such a value of ε then with probability one the number N of iterations
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of Algorithm 2 is finite and
E[N ] ≤ 1
1− pNwd, (A.1.2)
where








a > 1 such that ε = 2
1





Proof. We first focus on bounding the number of weight-doubling steps, i.e. steps in which condition
2.3.1 is satisfied, by the limit given in equation (A.1.3a). Using the same arguments as in the proof of
lemma 2.3.1, we can establish the upper and lower bounds:








































After i = Nwd weight-doubling steps, inequality (A.1.6c) is violated.
We conclude that after not more than Nwd weight-doubling steps given by (A.1.3a) the algorithm
must terminate.
It remains to estimate the number of non-weight-doubling steps Nwd. To this end, we show that
for every weight-doubling step i, the expected number E[N i
wd
] of non-weight-doubling steps until





Let Qj denote the random variable that indicates whether condition 2.3.1 holds in step j. By the as-
sumptions of the theorem, all Qj can be bounded by a set of variables that are i.i.d. ∼ Ber(p).
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Thus, after weight-doubling step i, the maximal number of non-weight-doubling steps (failures
of the Bernoulli variable) until condition 2.3.1 is satisfied and weights are updated again, is bounded
by a geometrically distributed variable N i
wd
, with an expected value of E[N i
wd
] = p1−p ; Since the
number of weight-doubling steps is bounded by Nwd, it immediately follows that the total number of




















Consequently, the expected total number of steps is




A.2 Asymptotic Behaviour of εmax(x)
Lemma A.2.1. εmax(x) = 2
1





























x = 1 (A.2.3)
using the rule of L’Hospital for the transition to the second line.
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